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CANONICAL TILTING RELATIVE GENERATORS
AGNIESZKA BODZENTA AND ALEXEY BONDAL
Abstract. Given a relatively projective birational morphism f : X → Y of smooth
algebraic spaces with dimension of fibers bounded by 1, we construct tilting relative
(over Y ) generators TX,f and SX,f in Db(X). We develop a piece of general theory of
strict admissible lattice filtrations in triangulated categories and show that Db(X) has
such a filtration L where the lattice is the set of all birational decompositions f : X
g
−→
Z
h
−→ Y with smooth Z. The t-structures related to TX,f and SX,f are proved to
be glued via filtrations left and right dual to L. We realise all such Z as the fine
moduli spaces of simple quotients of OX in the heart of the t-structure for which SX,g
is a relative projective generator over Y . This implements the program of interpreting
relevant smooth contractions of X in terms of a suitable system of t-structures on Db(X).
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Introduction
This paper is devoted to the categorical study of relatively projective birational
morphisms f : X → Y between smooth algebraic spaces with the dimension of fibres
bounded by 1. According to a theorem of V. Danilov such a morphism has a decomposition
into a sequence of blow-ups with smooth centers of codimension 2. Our goal is to find
a categorical interpretation for f and for all possible intermediate contractions in terms
of transformations of t-structures in the bounded derived category Db(X) of coherent
sheaves on X .
Recall that T. Bridgeland, in his approach to proving the derived flop conjecture (see
[BO02]) in dimension 3, introduced in [Bri02] a series of t-structures in Db(X) related to
a birational morphism f : X → Y of projective varieties with fibers of dimension bounded
by 1. The t-structures, with hearts pPer(X/Y ), depended on an integer parameter p ∈ Z.
Under the assumption that f was a flopping contraction, he used these t-structures to
define the flopped variety as a moduli space of so-called point objects in −1Per(X/Y ).
In our setting of divisorial contractions instead of flopping contractions, we construct a
system of t-structures with nice properties and interpret all possible intermediate smooth
contractions between X and Y as the fine moduli spaces of simple quotients of OX in the
hearts of those t-structures.
We study the partially ordered set Dec(f) of all decompositions for f into two birational
morphisms with a smooth intermediate space. We prove that it is a distributive lattice
and identify it with the lattice of lower ideals in a poset Conn(f), which is a subposet in
Dec(f) (see Corollary 2.15). We provide with various descriptions of Conn(f) and find a
one-to-one correspondence between the elements of poset Conn(f) and the set Irr(f) of
irreducible components of the exceptional divisor for f , thus inducing a poset structure on
Irr(f). This partial order is important from the categorical viewpoint, though it is very
far from the incidence relation of irreducible components of the exceptional divisor even
for the case of smooth surface contractions. One can assign to every element g ∈ Dec(f)
the subset in Irr(f) of irreducible components contracted by g. Then the induced partial
order on Irr(f) allows to identify Dec(f) with the lower ideals in poset Irr(f).
We consider the general set-up of a morphism X → Y of quasi-compact quasi-separated
algebraic spaces and substacks C in D(X) over Y . We prove that a relative generator T
in C induces an equivalence of C with the stack of perfect modules over the relative
endomorphism algebra of T (Theorem 4.1). Various partial versions of this statement are
scattered in the literature, cf. [VdB04], [SˇVdB16], [KPS17].
If X is smooth, one can assign two t-structures in C to a tilting relative generator T ,
the one when the object is relatively projective in the heart of the t-structure, and when
it is relatively injective (23), which we dubbed T -projective and, respectively, T -injective
t-structure. The above equivalence is t-exact for the first t-structure.
We construct for our f a tilting relative generator in Db(X). It has a surprisingly simple
canonical form and, remarkably, it is just a direct sum of discrepancy sheaves:
TX,f = ωX ⊕
⊕
g∈Conn(f)
ωX |Dg ,
with Dg the discrepancy divisor for g : X → Z in Conn(f), i.e. ωg = g
!(OZ) = OX(Dg).
We hope that explicit dependence of this generator on the relative canonical classes
will shed light on the mystery of the conjectures that the behaviour of the derived
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categories under birational transformations in the Minimal Model Program, namely
divisorial contractions, flops, and flips, is controlled by the canonical classes of the varieties
involved [BO95], [BO02], [Kaw02].
By applying the relative duality functor Df (−) = RHomX(−, ωf), we obtain another
tilting relative generator
SX,f = OX ⊕
⊕
g∈Conn(f)
ωg|Dg [−1].
Then we study the four t-structures in Db(X) where either TX,f or SX,f are relatively
projective or injective.
In [VdB04], M. Van den Bergh found that, if Y is the spectrum of a complete local
ring, then −1Per(X/Y ) and 0Per(X/Y ) have projective generators, P = M or P = M∗
respectively, and this allowed him to identify these two hearts of the t-structures with the
category of modules over the algebra AP = EndP and to construct a derived equivalence
D(X) ≃ D(mod− AP ). Some examples of this sort of equivalences were already known
by that time (for instance, to the second-named author of this paper and D. Orlov in the
study of intersection of quadrics by means of the sheaf of Clifford algebras, cf. [BO02]).
This approach paved the way to interpreting birational geometry via non-commutative
resolutions, which includes derived Mac-Kay correspondence as a very particular case.
Note that Van den Bergh’s construction of projective generators was inherently non-
canonical, which implied extra conditions for gluing a relative projective generator along
the base Y , for the case when Y is not the spectrum of a complete local ring.
In order to understand the gluing properties of our t-structures, we develop a piece of
general theory of L-filtrations in triangulated categories, where L is a lattice. In particular,
we introduce the notion of strict admissible L-filtration and show that the strictness is
preserved under the transit to the dual L-filtration. Under additional assumption that
L is a distributive lattice, Theorem 1.7 claims that, given t-structures on all minimal
subquotients of a strict L-filtration, one can construct a unique t-structure with nice
gluing properties on the whole category by iterating Beilinson-Bernstein-Deligne gluing
procedure. Since this part of the work is of abstract general character and can be of
independent interest, we put it at the beginning of the paper.
The null-category Cf of the morphism f , whose importance for construction of spherical
functors related to flops was emphasised in [BB15], is proven to have a strict admissible
Dec(f)-filtration. The standard t-structure restricts to Cf and the resulting t-structure on
Cf is glued via this filtration from the standard t-structures on categories D
b(Bg), where
Bg’s are the centers of the intermediate blow-ups that lead to f .
Objects Tf =
⊕
g∈Conn(f) ωX |Dg and Sf =
⊕
g∈Conn(f) ωg|Dg [−1] are tilting generators
in Cf . We prove that the Sf -projective t-structure on the null category Cf is glued via
a Dec(f)op-filtration which to an element (g : X → Z, h : Z → Y ) in Dec(f) assigns
subcategory g!Ch. The SX,f -projective t-structure is glued via the Dec(f)-filtration
extended from Cf to D
b(X) by adding one element to the filtration, Db(X) itself. In
particular, functor f ! : Db(Y ) → Db(X) is t-exact for the standard t-structure on Db(Y )
and for the SX,f -projective t-structure on D
b(X).
Remarkably, the SX,f -projective t-structure is also glued via recollement
Cf ιf∗ // D
b(X)
ι∗foo
ι!f
oo
Rf∗ // Db(Y )
Lf∗oo
f !oo
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from the Sf -projective t-structure on Cf and the standard t-structure on D
b(Y ) . Similar
dual facts hold for the TX,f -injective t-structure (see Subsection 5.3).
Then we assign the SX,g-projective t-structure onD(X) to every element (g, h) ∈ Dec(f)
as above. It is instructive to understand how they are interrelated. To this end, we assign
also a t-structure to every pair of compatible elements (g, h) ≥ (g′, h′) in Dec(f) and prove
that this t-structure is related with the SX,g-projective t-structure and the SX,g′-projective
t-structures by one tilt in a torsion pair (see Subsection 5.4).
Finally, we recover Y as a fine moduli space of objects in the heart of the SX,g-
projective t-structure. To be more precise, since the t-structure is glued via two ’opposite’
recollements from the given t-structures on Cg and D
b(Z), all simple objects in its heart
are either simple in Cg or isomorphic to g
!Oz , for closed points z ∈ Z. Moreover, g
!Oz are
the only simple quotients of OX in the heart of the t-structure under consideration.
This suggests to consider a moduli functor of simple quotients of OX by mimicking
the Hilbert functor of 0-dimensional subschemes. Theorem 6.6 claims that Z represents
the functor, i.e. it is the fine moduli space of simple quotients of OX in the heart of the
SX,g-projective t-structure.
Here is a couple of remarks concerning our approach. First, in contrast to Bridgeland’s
set-up, we consider everything relatively over Y , including the functor of points, which
allows us to avoid the assumption on (quasi) projectiveness of our algebraic spaces and
some complications in proving the existence of the fine moduli space. Second, the t-
exactness of functors Rg∗ and g
! for our choice of t-structure allows us to show that there
is a one-to-one correspondence between families of simple quotients of OX in the heart of
SX,g-projective t-structure and families of skyscrapers on Z. This justifies our choice of
the t-structure related to g ∈ Dec(f). For the case when g is the blow-up of a smooth
locus of codimension 2, our t-structure coincides with the one constructed by Bridgeland
for p = 1, but it is neither of his t-structures for more involved g.
In [Tod14] Yu.Toda, in his approach to Minimal Model Program (MMP) of birational
geometry via variations of stability conditions, considers a birational morphism of smooth
projective surfaces f : X → Y . He endows the quotient category, Db(Y ), with a t-structure
corresponding to an ample class ω and glues it with the t-structure on Cf ⊗ ω
∨
f to get a
t-structure on Db(X). One can check that his t-structure on Cf⊗ω
∨
f coincides for the case
of surfaces with our Sf -projective t-structure after ωf -twist (though he constructs it in a
very different way). In [Tod14] it is proved that the t-structure can be accompanied with
the central charge to give a stability condition on Db(X), which allows to reconstruct Y
as the moduli space of stable point objects in the heart. Our approach is probably more
direct, as we don’t need stability conditions for reconstruction of the contracted variety.
The system of t-structures constructed in this paper and the corresponding moduli
interpretation of birational contractions opens a new perspective for the categorical
interpretation of the MMP by means of transformations of t-structures.
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1. Strict lattice filtrations and gluing of t-structures
1.1. Strict lattice filtrations on categories. A full subcategory D0 ⊂ D of a
triangulated category is left, respectively right, admissible if the inclusion functor
ι0∗ : D0 → D has left adjoint ι
∗
0 : D → D0, respectively right adjoint ι
!
0 : D → D0, and
it is admissible if it is both left and right admissible [Bon89].
If D0 ⊂ D is left admissible then
⊥D0 := {D ∈ D | Hom(D,D0) = 0} is right admissible
[Bon89, Lemma 3.1] and category D admits a semi-orthogonal decomposition (or simply
SOD) D = 〈D0,
⊥D0〉. Similarly, for a right admissible subcategory D0 ⊂ D, category
D⊥0 := {D ∈ D | Hom(D0, D) = 0} is left admissible and D admits an SOD D = 〈D
⊥
0 ,D0〉.
Conversely, for any SOD D = 〈D0,D1〉, category D0 ⊂ D is left admissible while D1 ⊂ D
is right admissible.
A recollement is a diagram of triangulated categories with exact functors
(1) D0 i∗ // D j∗ //
i!oo
i∗oo
D1,
j∗oo
j!oo
such that
(r1) functors i∗, j∗, j! are fully faithful,
(r2) (i∗ ⊣ i∗ ⊣ i
!), (j! ⊣ j
∗ ⊣ j∗) are triples of adjoint functors,
(r3) the kernel of j∗ is the essential image of i∗.
To simplify the exposition, we omit sometimes functors i∗, i!, j! and j∗ in the notation
of recollement (1).
For recollement (1), category ι∗D0 is clearly admissible. Two corresponding SOD’s are
(2) D = 〈i∗D0, j!D1〉 = 〈j∗D1, i∗D0〉.
Conversely, an admissible subcategory D0 ⊂ D gives a recollement. Indeed, let D1 be the
quotient D/D0 and j
∗ : D → D1 be the quotient functor. Distinguished triangles
ι0∗ι
!
0 → Id→ ιD⊥0 ∗ι
∗
D⊥0
→ ι0∗ι
!
0[1], ι⊥D0∗ι
!
⊥D0
→ Id→ ι0∗ι
∗
0 → ι⊥D0∗ι
!
⊥D0
[1]
imply that D1 ≃ D
⊥
0 ≃
⊥D0 and under these equivalences functor j
∗ is isomorphic to
i∗
D⊥0
, respectively i!⊥D0. In particular, j
∗ has two fully faithful adjoint functors: j∗ is the
embedding of D⊥0 while j! is the embedding of
⊥D0. Given admissible D0 ⊂ D, we say
that (1) is the recollement w.r.t. subcategory D0.
For a triangulated category D, define the right admissible poset rAdm(D) to be the
poset of all right admissible subcategories with the order by inclusion. Similarly, we
have the left admissible poset lAdm(D) and the admissible poset Adm(D). In general,
rAdm(D), lAdm(D) and Adm(D) have neither unions nor intersections.
Let L be a finite lattice with the minimal element 0 and the maximal element 1 and
D a triangulated category. A right admissible L-filtration on D is a map of posets L →
rAdm(D), I 7→ DI , I ∈ L, such that
(Ri) D0 = 0, D1 = D,
(Rii) for any I, J ∈ L, DI∩J = DI ∩ DJ , and D
⊥
I∪J = D
⊥
I ∩ D
⊥
J .
A left admissible L-filtration on D is a map of posets L → lAdm(D), I 7→ DI , s. t.
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(Li) D0 = 0, D1 = D,
(Lii) for any I, J ∈ L, DI∩J = DI ∩ DJ , and
⊥DI∪J =
⊥DI ∩
⊥DJ .
An admissible L-filtration on D is a map of posets L → Adm(D) which defines both right
and left admissible L-filtrations.
Furthermore, we say that a left (or right) admissible L-filtration on D is strict if, besides
the above conditions, we have:
(iii) for any I, J ∈ L, HomDI∪J/DI∩J (DI/DI∩J ,DJ/DI∩J) = 0 in the Verdier quotient
DI∪J/DI∩J .
For elements I  J in L, we consider the Verdier quotient:
D[I,J ] := DJ/DI .
Remark 1.1. Let D be a triangulated category with a left (or right) admissible L-
filtration and I  J  K a triple of elements in L. The fully faithful functor i : DJ → DK
gives fully faithful i : DJ/DI → DK/DI . Moreover, the composite DK
i♯
−→ DJ
Q
−→ DJ/DI
of the functor left or right adjoint to i with the quotient functor Q takes DI ⊂ DK to
zero, hence it gives a functor i
♯
: DK/DI → DJ/DI . Then i
∗
⊣ i, i ⊣ i
!
are adjoint pairs of
functors, hence DJ/DI ⊂ DK/DI is left (respectively, right) admissible.
For any I  K in L the set
[I,K] := {J ∈ L | I  J  K}
is a lattice with the minimal element I and the maximal element K. Remark 1.1 implies
that a left (respectively right) admissible L-filtration on D induces a left (respectively
right) admissible [I,K]-filtration on D[I,K].
Lemma 1.2. Let D be a category with a left (resp., right) admissible L-filtration. Then,
for any triple of elements I  J  K in L, we have functors D[I,J ] → D[I,K] and D[J,K] →
D[I,K] which give SOD D[I,K] = 〈D[I,J ],D[J,K]〉 (resp., D[I,K] = 〈D[J,K],D[I,J ]〉).
Proof. This is clear. 
Proposition 1.3. Let D be a triangulated category with a strict right (or left) admissible
L-filtration. Then, for any I, J ∈ L, the embedding of subcategories gives an exact
equivalence DI/DI∩J ⊕DJ/DI∩J ≃ DI∪J/DI∩J .
Proof. Category D′ := DI∪J/DI∩J has SOD’s D
′ = 〈QI ,D
′
I〉 = 〈QJ ,D
′
J〉 with D
′
I :=
DI/DI∩J and D
′
J := DJ/DI∩J . As subcategories D
′
I ,D
′
J ⊂ D
′ are orthogonal, we have
D′I ⊂ QJ and D
′
J ⊂ QI . For any D ∈ D
′, these two SOD’s yield a diagram:
DI // QJ // DIJ
DI //
OO
D //
OO
QI
OO
0 //
OO
DJ //
OO
DJ
OO
with DI ∈ D
′
I , DJ ∈ D
′
J , QI ∈ QI , QJ ∈ QJ and with rows and columns exact triangles.
Since DI and QJ are objects of QJ , so is DIJ . Moreover, as DJ , QI ∈ QI , we have
DIJ ∈ QI . Condition (Rii) implies that QI ∩ QJ = 0. It follows that DIJ = 0, i.e.
QI ≃ DJ and QJ ≃ DI . Thus D = DI ⊕DJ . 
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Corollary 1.4. Let D be a triangulated category with a strict left (or right) admissible
L-filtration. If, for any I ∈ L, subcategory DI ⊂ D is admissible, then I 7→ DI defines a
strict admissible L-filtration.
Proof. In view of Proposition 1.3, for a strict left admissible L-filtration I 7→ DI , DI∪J ⊂
D is the smallest triangulated subcategory containing DI and DJ . For D ∈ D
⊥
I ∩ D
⊥
J ,
we have Hom(DI∪J , D) = 0. Hence the inclusion D
⊥
I∪J ⊂ D
⊥
I ∩ D
⊥
J is an equivalence, i.e.
condition (Rii) is satisfied. 
Proposition 1.5. Let D be a triangulated category with a right (respectively left)
admissible L-filtration. Then map Lop → lAdm(D), I 7→ D⊥I , (respectively L
op →
rAdm(D), I 7→ ⊥DI) defines a left (respectively right) admissible L
op-filtration on D,
which is strict if the original filtration is.
Proof. Since 0 in L becomes 1 in Lop and vice versa, condition (i) is clearly satisfied. Let
now I1, I2 be elements of L. Since for a right admissible D0 ⊂ D,
⊥(D⊥0 ) ≃ D0, we have:
DI1∩LopI2 = D
⊥
I1∪I2
= D⊥I1 ∩ D
⊥
I2
,
⊥DI1∪LopI2 = DI1∩I2 = DI1 ∩ DI2 =
⊥(D⊥I1) ∩
⊥(D⊥I2),
i.e. condition (Lii) is satisfied.
Assume now that the L-filtration is strict. Then, by Proposition 1.3, category DI1∪I2
admits an SOD DI1∪I2 = 〈QI1 ,QI2,DI1∩I2〉, with
(3) Hom(QI1 ,QI2) = 0 = Hom(QI2,QI1)
and DI1 = 〈QI1,DI1∩I2〉, DI2 = 〈QI2,DI1∩I2〉. We also have D = 〈D
⊥
I1∪I2
,QI1 ,QI2,DI1∩I2〉.
It follows that DI1∪LopI2 = 〈D
⊥
I1∪I2
,QI1,QI2〉. As DI1∪LopI2/DI1∩Lop I2 ≃ 〈QI1,QI2〉, formula
(3) implies that the Lop-filtration is strict. 
Assume that D admits a right admissible L-filtration.
Definition 1.6. We say that the Lop-filtration on D given by Proposition 1.5 is left dual
to the original L-filtration. Similarly, for a left admissible L-filtration on D, the filtration
given by Proposition 1.5 is its right dual.
If the order on L is full, then an admissible L-filtration on D is just an ordinary filtration
(4) 0 = D0 ⊂ D1 ⊂ . . . ⊂ Dn−1 ⊂ Dn = D
with Di ⊂ D admissible. As for any I, J ∈ L, the intersection I ∩J is equal to either I or
J , conditions (Rii), (Lii) and (iii) are vacuous. In particular, any admissible L-filtration
is strict. For this case, the right and left dual filtrations are those defined in [BK89].
Putting Bk := Dk/Dk−1 yields, for any k = {2, . . . , n}, a recollement:
(5) Dk−1 // Dk
oo
oo
j˜∗k
// Bk
j˜k∗
oo
j˜k!
oo
Decomposition (2) implies by iteration two SOD’s
(6) D = 〈j1!B1, . . . , jn!Bn〉, D = 〈jn∗Bn, . . . , j1∗B1〉
and
Dk = 〈j1!B1, . . . , jk!Bk〉, Dk = 〈jk∗Bk, . . . , j1∗B1〉.
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Above jk! : Bk → D is the composite of j˜k! : Bk → Dk with the inclusion Dk → D and
similarly for jk∗. In particular, j1∗ = j1!. The SOD 〈j1!B1, . . . , jn!Bn〉 is the right dual to
〈jn∗Bn, . . . , j1∗B1〉.
1.2. Gluing of t-structures. For what follows we assume that lattice L is distributive.
An element s ∈ L is join-prime if, for any J1, J2 ∈ L, the fact that s  J1 ∪ J2 implies
that either s  J1 or s  J2. We denote by JP (L) the poset of join-prime elements in L.
By Birkhoff’s theorem, [Bir37], a finite distributive lattice L is isomorphic to the lattice
of lower ideals in the poset S = JP (L). Conversely, any finite poset S defines the finite
distributive lattice I(S) of lower ideals in S.
Recall that a subset I of a poset S is a lower ideal if, together with s ∈ I, it contains
all s′  s. We say that T ⊂ S is interval closed if with any two elements t1, t2 it contains
all s such that t1  s  t2.
We consider elements of a finite distributive lattice L as lower ideals in JP (L). To a
pair I  J in L we assign the interval closed subset T = J \ I ⊂ S. The set T itself has a
poset structure induced from S. Conversely, any interval closed T ⊂ S defines two lower
ideals in S, i.e. elements of L:
IT := {s ∈ S | s  t, for some t ∈ T}, I<T := IT \ T.
Let D be a category with a strict admissible L-filtration. For a join-prime s ∈ L, i.e.
an element of S, define category Dos as the Verdier quotient
Dos := Ds/DI<{s}.
Theorem 1.7. Let L be a finite distributive lattice and D a triangulated category with a
strict admissible L-filtration. Given t-structures on Dos, for every s ∈ JP (L), there exists
a unique system of t-structures on D[J,L], for all pairs J  L ∈ L, such that, for any
K ∈ [J, L], the t-structure on D[J,L] is glued via recollement with respect to subcategory
D[J,K] from the t-structures on D[J,K] and D[K,L].
We say that the t-structure on D as in the above theorem is glued via the L-filtration.
First we prove the theorem for the case when S has a full order.
Proof of Theorem 1.7 in the full order case. Given a recollement (1) of triangulated
categories and t-structures on D0 and D1 there exists a unique glued t-structure on D
for which functors i∗ and j
∗ are t-exact [BBD82]. Recollements (5) allow us to glue
t-structures on Bk to obtain by iteration a t-structure (D
≤0,D≥1) on D.
Denote by j∗k : D → Bk the functor left adjoint to jk∗ and by j
!
k : D → Bk the functor
right adjoint to jk!. Then, for the glued t-structure (D
≤0,D≥1), we have
(7)
D
≤0 = {D ∈ D | j∗k(D) ∈ B
≤0
k , for any k},
D
≥1 = {D ∈ D | j!k(D) ∈ B
≥1
k , for any k}.
Filtration (4) induces a filtration
(8) 0 = Dk/Dk ⊂ Dk+1/Dk . . . ⊂ Dl−1/Dk ⊂ Dl/Dk
on the categoryDl/Dk which allows SOD’s 〈jk+1!Bk+1, . . . , jl!Bl〉 and 〈jl∗Bl, . . . , jk+1∗Bk+1〉,
for any k < l. We define t-structure on Dl/Dk as the t-structure glued from t-structures
on Bk+1, . . . ,Bl along filtration (8).
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It follows from (7) that, for any j < k < l, the t-structure on Dl/Dj is glued via
recollement with respect to subcategory Dk/Dj from the corresponding t-structures on
Dk/Dj and Dl/Dk. 
Proof of Theorem 1.7. By Birkhoff’s theorem, we can identify lattice L with the lattice
of lower ideals in the poset S := JP (L). To simplify the notation we write DT for the
subcategory D[I,J ] with I  J ∈ L and T := J \ I ⊂ S. By assumption, category
Dos = DIs\I<{s} is endowed with a t-structure, for any s ∈ S.
An ordered triple I  J  K of elements in L corresponds to the lower ideal T1 := J \I
in the interval closed T := K \ I. In order to prove the theorem we show the existence of
a unique system of t-structures on DT , for any interval closed T ⊂ S, such that, for any
lower ideal T1 ⊂ T , the t-structure on DT is glued via the recollement w.r.t. subcategory
DT1.
We proceed by induction on |S|, the case |S| = 1 being obvious.
If |S| > 1, let s0 ∈ S be a maximal element and put S
′ := S \ {s0}. Let T ⊂ S be an
interval closed subset. If s0 /∈ T , then T ⊂ S
′, hence the t-structure on DT is defined by
the induction hypothesis applied to S ′ and satisfies the required gluing property for any
lower ideal T1 ⊂ T .
If s0 ∈ T , put T
′ := T \{s0}. Then the t-structure on DT ′ is already defined by induction
hypothesis on S ′, and we define the t-structure on DT , for any T ⊂ S containing s0, by
gluing via the recollement w.r.t. subcategory DT ′.
Let now T1 ⊂ T be a lower ideal. First, assume that s0 /∈ T1. Then T1 ⊂ T
′ and
category DT admits a three-step filtration DT1 ⊂ DT ′ ⊂ DT . Since the t-structure on
DT is glued via the recollement w.r.t. DT ′ and, by induction hypothesis, the t-structure
on DT ′ is glued via the recollement w.r.t. DT1 , the t-structure on DT is glued via the
recollement w.r.t. DT1 , see the proof of Theorem 1.7 for the full order case.
It remains to consider the case of s0 ∈ T1. Put T
′
1 := T
′ ∩ T1 = T1 \ s0. It is a lower
ideal both in T1 and T
′. By construction and inductive hypothesis, the t-structure on
DT is glued for the filtration DT ′1 ⊂ DT ′ ⊂ DT . Since the S-filtration on D is strict
and T = T ′ ∪ T1, the quotient DT\T ′1 = DT/DT ′1 is isomorphic to DT ′\T ′1 ⊕ DT1\T ′1 , see
Proposition 1.3. It follows that the t-structure on DT\T ′1 glued via the recollement w.r.t.
subcategory DT ′\T ′1 is also glued via the recollement w.r.t. subcategory DT1\T ′1 ⊂ DT\T ′1 .
Then the proof in the full order case implies that the t-structure on DT is glued via the
filtration DT ′1 ⊂ DT1 ⊂ DT .
The uniqueness of the system of t-structures follows from the uniqueness of the glued
t-structure. 
Remark 1.8. In the course of the proof we have chosen, in fact, a full order on JP (L)
compatible with the poset structure, i.e. a filtration on D as in (4). However, the theorem
ensures that the glued t-structure on D is independent of this choice.
2. The distributive lattice of decompositions for f
We consider algebraic spaces defined over an algebraically closed field. For a birational
morphism of smooth algebraic spaces f : X → Y , we denote by Ex(f) ⊂ X the (set-
theoretic) exceptional divisor of f . We say that f is relatively projective if there exists an
f -ample line bundle. Note that this notion is not local over Y at least in the complex-
analytic topology.
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Let f : X → Y be a relatively projective birational morphism of smooth algebraic
spaces with dimension of fibers bounded by 1.
Definition 2.1. The partially ordered set of smooth decompositions for f is
Dec(f) = {(g : X → Z, h : Z → Y ) | g and h are birational, Z is smooth, f = h ◦ g}/ ∼,
where (g : X → Z, h : Z → Y ) ∼ (g′ : X → Z ′, h′ : Z ′ → Y ) if there exists an isomorphism
α : Z → Z ′ such that αg = g′ and h′α = h. For (g : X → Z, h : Z → Y ) and (g˜ : X →
Z˜, h˜ : Z˜ → Y ), we put (g, h)  (g˜, h˜) if g˜ factors via g, i.e. if g˜ : X
g
−→ Z
ϕ
−→ Z˜, for some
morphism ϕ. We write (g′, h′) ≺ (g, h) if (g′, h′)  (g, h) and g′ 6= g.
By abuse of notation we shall sometimes say that g : X → Z is an element of Dec(f)
meaning the existence of h : Z → Y such that (g, h) ∈ Dec(f).
We will prove that Dec(f) is a distributive lattice. Assuming this is proven, let us give
a description of the poset Conn(f) of join-prime elements in Dec(f):
Conn(f) = JP (Dec(f)).
By Birkhoff’s theorem, we should have:
Dec(f) = I(Conn(f)).
First, let us consider the abstract set-up of a poset S and give another characterisation for
elements of S in I(S). Element s ∈ S is identified with a principal lower ideal generated
by s. This ideal is exactly the corresponding join-prime element in I(S).
Lemma 2.2. A lower ideal I ∈ I(S) is principal if and only if there exists a lower ideal
I< which is maximal among all lower ideals strictly smaller than I.
Proof. If I is generated by s ∈ S, then I< := I \ {s}. On the other hand, if the set of
maximal elements in I has at least two distinct elements s1, s2, then I \ {s1} and I \ {s2}
are non-comparable lower ideals strictly smaller than I. 
This leads us to the definition of the poset of connected contractions for f :
(9)
Conn(f) = {(g, h) ∈ Dec(f) | g 6= IdX , ∃ (sg, tg) ∈ Dec(g), sg 6= g, such that
∀ (g′, h′) ∈ Dec(g) with g′ 6= g, (g′, h′)  (sg, tg)}
with the partial order induced from Dec(f). We shall give a more geometric description
of Conn(f) in (11).
2.1. Decomposition of birational morphisms of smooth algebraic spaces. We
recall V. Danilov’s decomposition:
Theorem 2.3. [Dan80, Theorem 1] Let f : X → Y be a relatively projective birational
morphism of smooth algebraic spaces with dimension of fibers less than or equal to one.
Then f is decomposed as a sequence of blow-ups with smooth centers of codimension two.
The existence of a decomposition as in Theorem 2.3 is equivalent to the existence of
smooth Bf ⊂ Y such that f factors through the blow-up of Bf . In order to find such a
Bf , we consider the open embedding j : U → X of U := X \Ex(f). Then f ◦ j : U → Y is
an open embedding with complement of codimension two. Let L be an f -very ample line
bundle on X . Then L˜ := (f ◦ j)∗j
∗L is an invertible sheaf on Y and functor f∗ applied
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to the canonical embedding L → j∗j
∗L yields a map f∗L → L˜. Since twist with the pull-
back of a line bundle on Y preserves f -very ampleness of L, we can assume without loss
of generality that L˜ ≃ OY , i.e. f∗L is a sheaf of ideals on Y . We denote by BL ⊂ Y the
closed subspace defined by this sheaf of ideals. The support of BL is the image f(Ex(f))
of the exceptional divisor of f .
For any point ξ ∈ Y of codimension two, consider the multiplicity of BL at ξ:
νξ(BL) = max{ν | f∗L ⊂ m
ν
ξ}.
Lemma 2.4. Let f : X → Y be a composition of blow-ups with smooth codimension two
centers and let B ⊂ Y be the center of the first blow-up. Then there exists an f -very
ample line bundle L such that νB(BL) is maximal among all irreducible components of
f(Ex(f)).
Proof. Let E1, . . . , En be the irreducible components of Ex(f). For ξ ∈ Y of codimension
two and an f -ample line bundle L = OX(−
∑
aiEi) with ai ≥ 0 and such that R
1f∗L = 0,
we have:
(10) νξ(BL) =
∑
{Ej | f(Ej)=ξ}
aj.
This is clear from the short exact sequence obtained by applying f∗ to
0→ OX(−
∑
aiEi)→ OX → O∑ aiEi → 0.
Let h : Z → Y be the blow-up of Y along B and f = h ◦ g the resulting decomposition.
Denote by E ⊂ Z the exceptional divisor of h and by E1 ⊂ Ex(f) ⊂ X its strict
transform. Since g is decomposed into a sequence of blow-ups, one can easily find a g-
ample line bundle L′ = OX(−
∑
j≥2 bjEj) with bj > 0. For a g-ample line bundle L
′,
an h-ample line bundle Lh and N big enough, line bundle L
′ ⊗ g∗L⊗Nh is f -ample, cf.
[Laz04, Theorem 1.7.8]. As OZ(−E) is h-ample, it follows that there exists N >
∑
j≥2 bj
such that the line bundle L := L′ ⊗ g∗OX(−NE) = OX(−NE1 −
∑
j≥2 b
′
jEj) is f -ample.
As g∗OX(E) = OX(E1 +
∑
cjEj) with cj > 0 if f(Ej) = B and cj = 0 otherwise,
we have b′j > bj if f(Ej) = B and b
′
j = bj otherwise. In particular, b
′
j > 0, for all j.
The f -ampleness of L implies that there exists m such that L⊗m is f -very ample and
R1f∗L
⊗m = 0 (cf. [Laz04, Theorem 1.7.6]). As L⊗m = OX(−NmE1 −
∑
mb′jEj), it
follows from formula (10) that νB(BL) = Nm+
∑
{Ej | f(Ej)=B}
mb′j . As N >
∑
j≥2 bj , the
multiplicity νB(BL) is maximal among all components of f(Ex(f)). 
If f : X → Y is a proper birational morphism of smooth algebraic spaces such that
Ex(f) 6= ∅ and Y a spectrum of a henselian local ring with closed point y, then the
composite of the blow-up τ : Y ′ → Y of Y along y with f−1 is well defined on the generic
point µ of the exceptional divisor of τ . The image f−1τ(µ) is the generic point of an
irreducible component E of f−1(y).
Proposition 2.5. [Dan80, Theorem 3.1, Lemma 4.4] There exists a unique irreducible
component D of Ex(f) which contains E. The image f(D) ⊂ Y is a smooth subspace and
νf(D)(BL) > νξ′(BL), for any ξ
′ ∈ Y of codimension two. Morphism f factors through the
blow-up of Y along f(D).
Consider the set S of points of codimension 2 in Y , such that multiplicity νξ(BL) is
greater than νξ′(BL), for all codimension 2 points ξ
′ ∈ Y with ξ∩ ξ′ 6= ∅. Define algebraic
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subspace Bf in Y as the union of irreducible subspaces corresponding to points in S. It
follows from Proposition 2.5 that Bf ⊂ Y is a disjoint union of smooth codimension 2
algebraic subspaces and that Bf is independent of the choice of L.
A direct consequence of Lemma 2.4 and Proposition 2.5 is the following statement,
which in turn implies Theorem 2.3:
Proposition 2.6. Morphism f allows a decomposition f = h◦ g, for the blow-up h : Z →
Y of Y along Bf and Bf is maximal with the above property, i.e. if W ⊂ Y is a smooth
closed subspace of codimension two such that f admits a factorisation via the blow-up of
Y along W , then W is a union of some components of Bf .
Proof. Let y ∈ B∩W be a closed point whereW meets another component B of f(Ex(f)).
Let fy be the base change of f to the henselization of Y in y. By Lemma 2.4, there
exists an fy-ample line bundle L such that νW (BL) > νB(BL). Then by Proposition
2.5, νW (BL′) > νB(BL′), for any fy-ample L
′. By definition of Bf , W is a component of
Bf . 
It follows from Proposition 2.6 that
Conn(f) = {(g, h) ∈ Dec(f) | Bg has one component},(11)
i.e. a decomposition f : X
g
−→ Z
h
−→ Y lies in Conn(f) if there exists a unique irreducible
smooth subspace W ⊂ Z such that g factors via the blow-up of Z along W .
Lemma 2.7. Let (g : X → Z, h : Z → Y ) be an element of Dec(f). Then g and h are
relatively projective.
Proof. An f -ample line bundle is also g-ample hence g : X → Z is a relatively projective
birational morphism with fibers of dimension bounded by one. By Theorem 2.3, g admits a
decomposition into blow-ups along closed smooth codimension two centers. This allows us
to reduce by induction the proof that h is relatively projective to the case when g ∈ Dec(f)
is the blow-up of Z along an irreducible B ⊂ Z. Let E denote the exceptional divisor of
g. Note that all fibers of g over closed points of B are numerically equivalent relatively
over Z. We denote by [fg] their class in the group of numerical equivalence classes of
relative 1-cycles on X . Let L ∈ Pic(X/Y ) be an f -ample divisor and let k := L.fg > 0.
Consider L′ := L + kE. Since E.fg = −1, L
′ intersects all fibers of g trivially, i.e.
OX(L
′) = g∗OZ(L˜), for some L˜ ∈ Pic(Z/Y ).
Choose a closed point y ∈ Y and an irreducible component C of the fiber h−1(y). Since
the dimension of fibers of f is bounded by one, the preimage of C in X has dimension
one. Let C ′ be the component of f−1(y) such that g|C′ : C
′ → C is an isomorphism. C ′
is not contained in E, hence E.C ′ ≥ 0. As L is f -ample, we have L.C ′ > 0. It shows
that L˜.C = L′.C ′ = L.C ′+ kE.C ′ > 0. By the numerical criterion of h-ampleness [Laz04,
Theorem 1.7.8], L˜ is h-ample. 
2.2. Dec(f) as a distributive lattice. For a relatively projective birational morphism
f : X → Y of smooth algebraic spaces with dimension of fibers bounded by 1, we denote
by Irr(f) the set of irreducible components of the exceptional divisor for f . For (g, h) ∈
Dec(f), we consider Irr(g) as a subset of Irr(f). Strict transform along g allows us also to
view Irr(h) as a subset of Irr(f) as well. Then clearly Irr(f) is a disjoint union of Irr(g)
and Irr(h).
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Let h : Z → Y be the blow-up of Y along Bf . The strict transform of the exceptional
divisor of h to X allows us to consider the set Irr(Bf ) ≃ Irr(h) of irreducible components
of Bf as a subset of Irr(f).
Lemma 2.8. Let (g, h) be an element of Dec(f). Then Bh ⊂ Bf .
Proof. It follows from Proposition 2.6 because f factors via h : Z → Y and h factors via
the blow-up of Y along Bh. 
Lemma 2.9. If f = h1 ◦ g1 = h2 ◦ g2, then either Bh1 and Bh2 have a common component
or they are disjoint.
Proof. It follows from Lemma 2.8 as both Bh1 and Bh2 are unions of components of smooth
Bf . 
Proposition 2.10. An element g ∈ Dec(f) is uniquely determined by Irr(g) ⊂ Irr(f).
Proof. Let g1 : X → Z1, g2 : X → Z2 be elements of Dec(f) such that Irr(g1) = Irr(g2).
We shall show that g2 ◦g
−1
1 : Z1 99K Z2 is a regular morphism, hence an isomorphism with
inverse g1 ◦ g
−1
2 .
Let z1 ∈ Z1 be a closed point. If z1 /∈ g1(Ex(g1)), then g2 ◦ g
−1
1 is regular in a
neighbourhood of z1. If z1 ∈ g1(Ex(g1)), then set-theoretically g
−1
1 (z1) is a connected
component of Ex(g1) ∩ f
−1(h1(z1)). Since set-theoretically Ex(g1) = Ex(g2), g
−1
1 (z1) is a
connected component of Ex(g2) ∩ f
−1(h1(z1)), i.e. it is a fiber of g2 over some z2 ∈ Z2.
Thus g2g
−1
1 (z1) = z2, i.e. the map is defined on closed-points.
Let U ⊂ Z2 be an open neighbourhood of z2 and let ϕ be a regular function on U .
Then g−12 (U) ⊂ X is an open subset which contains the fiber g
−1
1 (z1). Since g1 is proper
and surjective, there exists an open neighbourhood V of z1 contained in g1(g
−1
2 (U)). This
proves that the map g2 ◦ g
−1
1 is continuous. An appropriate restriction of ϕ|U\g2(Ex(g2)) can
be viewed as a function on V \ g1(Ex(g1)). It has a unique extension to a function ϕ on
V (because Z1 is normal and g2(Ex(g2)) is of codimension two). Then, (ϕ, U) 7→ (ϕ, V )
defines a homomorphism of local rings OZ2,z2 → OZ1,z1. 
Proposition 2.11. Let f = h1 ◦ g1 = h2 ◦ g2 be decompositions such that Bh1 ∩ Bh2 = ∅.
Then h1(Ex(h1)) ∩ h2(Ex(h2)) = ∅.
Proof. We proceed by induction on | Irr(f)|, the case | Irr(f)| = 1 being clear.
Let τ1 be the blow-up of Y along an irreducible component of Bh1 and τ2 the blow-up
of Y along an irreducible component of Bh2 . Since Bh1 ∩ Bh2 = ∅, the fiber product
Y˜ = Y1 ×Y Y2 is smooth. Morphisms h1 and h2 admit decompositions h1 = τ1 ◦ h
′
1,
h2 = τ2 ◦ h
′
2. By the universal property of the fiber product, morphisms h
′
1 ◦ g1 : X → Z1
and h′2 ◦ g2 : X → Z2 give f˜ : X → Y˜ :
X
g1
ww♦♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦
g2
''❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
f˜

Z1
h′1
❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄
h1
,,
Y˜
ρ1
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧⑧ ρ2
❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄
Z2
h′2
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
h2
rr
Y1
τ1
  ❆
❆❆
❆❆
❆❆
Y2
τ2
~~⑥⑥
⑥⑥
⑥⑥
⑥
Y
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Assume that Bh′1 ∩ Bρ1 6= ∅. As Bρ1 ≃ τ
−1
1 Bτ2 is irreducible, Lemma 2.9 implies that
Bρ1 ⊂ Bh′1 , hence there exists ϕ : Z1 → Y˜ such that h
′
1 = ρ1 ◦ ϕ. Then, h1 = τ1 ◦ h
′
1 =
τ1 ◦ ρ1 ◦ ϕ = τ2 ◦ ρ2 ◦ ϕ, i.e. Bτ2 ⊂ Bh1 which contradicts the assumption. Thus,
h′1 ◦ g1 = ρ1 ◦ f˜ are decompositions such that Bh′1 ∩ Bρ1 = ∅. As | Irr(ρ1 ◦ f˜)| = | Irr(f)| −
1, the inductive hypothesis imply that h′1(Ex(h
′
1)) ∩ ρ1(Ex(ρ1)) = ∅. Since τ1 is an
isomorphism in the neighbourhood of Bρ1 , it follows that τ1h
′
1(Ex(h
′
1)) is disjoint from
τ1ρ1 Ex(ρ1) = τ2(Ex(τ2)). Since h1(Ex(h1)) = τ1(Ex(τ1)) ∪ h1(Ex(h
′
1)), we conclude that
h1(Ex(h1)) ∩ τ2(Ex(τ2)) = ∅.
It implies that the fiber product Z1 ×Y Y2 is smooth and τ2 is an isomorphism in the
neighbourhood of h1(Ex(h1)), for the projection h1 : Z1 ×Y Y2 → Y2.
Let us assume that the intersection Bh1 ∩Bh′2 is not empty. In view of Lemma 2.9, Bh1
and Bh′2 have a common component B, i.e. h1 and h
′
2 factor via the blow up ψ : W → Y2
of Y2 along B:
W
ψ

Z1 ×Y Y2
h1 //
::ttttttttt

Y2
τ2

Z2
h′2oo
h2~~⑥⑥
⑥⑥
⑥⑥
⑥⑥
h˜2
``❇❇❇❇❇❇❇❇
Z1
h1 // Y
Note that ψ(Ex(ψ)) ⊂ h1(Ex(h1)) is disjoint form Ex(τ2). Hence, by Lemma 2.12 below,
there exists a decomposition τ2 ◦ ψ : W
τ2−→ Y 2
ψ
−→ Y with Irr(ψ) = Irr(ψ) and Irr(τ2) =
Irr(τ 2). In particular, we have Bψ = τ2Bψ. It follows that h2 = τ2 ◦ ψ ◦ h˜2 = ψ ◦ τ 2 ◦ h˜2
factors via the blow up of Y along Bψ. On the other hand, since τ2 is an isomorphism
in the neighbourhood of h1(Ex(h1)), the fact that h1 factors via the blow of Y2 along
Bψ implies that h1 factors via the blow-up of Y along τ2Bψ. The uniqueness of Bf (see
Proposition 2.6) implies that τ2Bψ(= Bψ) is a common component of Bh1 and Bh2 which
contradicts our assumption.
Thus Bh1∩Bh′2 = ∅ and inductive hypothesis for morphism ρ2◦f˜ imply that h1(Ex(h1))∩
h′2(Ex(h
′
2)) = ∅. Then h1(Ex(h1)) = τ2h1(Ex(h1)) is disjoint from τ2h
′
2(Ex(h
′
2)). It finishes
the proof because h2(Ex(h2)) = τ2(Ex(τ2)) ∪ τ2h
′
2(Ex(h
′
2)) and we have already proven
that h1 Ex(h1) ∩ τ2(Ex(τ2)) = ∅. 
Lemma 2.12. Let (g, h) be an element of Dec(f) such that Ex(g)∩g−1(Ex(h)) = ∅. Then
Ex(g) and g−1(Ex(h)) can be contracted in the opposite order, i.e. there exists an element
(h, g) ∈ Dec(f) such that Irr(g) = Irr(g) and Irr(h) = Irr(h).
Proof. Since g−1(Ex(h)) ∩ Ex(g) = ∅, we have an open covering X = U1 ∪ U2, where
U1 = X\Ex(g) and U2 = X\g
−1(Ex(h)). Define Z by an open covering Z = U 1∪U2, where
U1 = Y \ f(Ex(g)). Here U 1 and U2 are patched together via open subset U12 = U1 ∩U2,
which is embedded into U 1 by means of the identification of U12 with f(U12) ⊂ U 1. The
morphism g : X → Z is defined by h on U1 ≃ g(U1) and by identity on U2, while h : Z → Y
is the embedding on U 1 and f on U2. 
Now we aim at constructing unions and intersections in the poset Dec(f). First, note
that for any pair of elements (g1, h1), (g2, h2) of Dec(f) there exists a smooth algebraic
space Z∪ and a morphism τ : Z∪ → Y such that both h1 and h2 factor via τ , h1 = τ ◦ ϕ1,
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h2 = τ ◦ ϕ2 and Bϕ1 ∩ Bϕ2 = ∅. To construct Z∪ and τ we iteratively blow-up Y along
common components of Bh1 and Bh2 until they do not meet.
Then ϕ1(Ex(ϕ1)) and ϕ2(Ex(ϕ2)) do not meet by Proposition 2.11. Hence, the fiber
product Z∩ := Z1 ×Z∪ Z2 is smooth. We have a diagram:
(12) X
g1

g2

ξ

Z∩
ψ1~~⑥⑥
⑥⑥
⑥⑥
⑥⑥
ψ2   ❆
❆❆
❆❆
❆❆
❆
κ

Z1
ϕ1   ❆
❆❆
❆❆
❆❆
❆
h1
""
Z2
ϕ2~~⑥⑥
⑥⑥
⑥⑥
⑥⑥
h2
||
Z∪
τ

Y
Lemma 2.13. In the poset Dec(f) element (ξ, τ ◦ κ) is the intersection of (g1, h1) with
(g2, h2) while (κ ◦ ξ, τ) is their union.
Proof. Let (g, h) be an element in Dec(f) which is smaller than (g1, h1) and (g2, h2). If
g : X → Z then g1 = α1 ◦ g and g2 = α2 ◦ g, for some α1 : Z → Z1, α2 : Z → Z2. As
ϕ1 ◦ g1 = ϕ2 ◦ g2, it implies that Irr(ϕ1 ◦ α1) = Irr(κ ◦ ξ) \ Irr(g) = Irr(ϕ2 ◦ α2), i.e.
ϕ1 ◦ α1 = ϕ2 ◦ α2 by Proposition 2.10. By the universal property of the fiber product,
there exists α : Z → Z∩ such that α1 = ψ1 ◦ α and α2 = ψ2 ◦ α. Then ξ = α ◦ g, i.e.
(g, h)  (ξ, τ ◦ κ), which proves that (ξ, τ ◦ κ) = (g1, h1) ∩ (g2, h2).
Let now (g˜, h˜) be an element which is bigger than (g1, h1) and (g2, h2). If g˜ : X → Z˜,
then there exists maps ρ1 : Z1 → Z˜ and ρ2 : Z2 → Z˜ such that g˜ = ρ1 ◦ g1 = ρ2 ◦ g2. Then
Irr(ρ1 ◦ ψ1) = Irr(g˜) \ Irr(ξ) = Irr(ρ2 ◦ ψ2), hence ρ1 ◦ ψ1 = ρ2 ◦ ψ2 by Proposition 2.10.
We have ϕ1(Ex(ϕ1)) ∩ ϕ2(Ex(ϕ2)) = ∅, i.e. Z∪ is a union of two open sets U1 =
Z∪\ϕ1(Ex(ϕ1)) and U2 = Z∪ \ϕ2(Ex(ϕ2)). Morphisms ϕ1, ϕ2 and κ induce isomorphisms
U1 ≃ Z1 \Ex(ϕ1), U2 ≃ Z2 \Ex(ϕ2) and U1 ∩U2 ≃ Z∩ \ {Ex(ψ1)∪Ex(ψ2)}. The equality
ρ1 ◦ ψ1 = ρ2 ◦ ψ2 implies that, analogously as in the proof of Lemma 2.12, one can glue
ρ1|U1 and ρ2|U2 to get a morphism ρ : Z∪ → Z˜ such that ρ1 = ρ◦ϕ1 and ρ2 = ρ◦ϕ2, which
implies that (κ ◦ ξ, τ) = (g1, h1) ∪ (g2, h2). 
We put
g1 ∩ g2 := ξ, g1 ∪ g2 := κ ◦ ξ.
Theorem 2.14. The sets of irreducible components of the union and intersection of
elements g1, g2 of Dec(f) satisfy
Irr(g1 ∩ g2) = Irr(g1) ∩ Irr(g2), Irr(g1 ∪ g2) = Irr(g1) ∪ Irr(g2).
In particular, Dec(f) is a distributive lattice.
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Proof. In the notation of diagram (12), ϕ1(Ex(ϕ1)) ∩ ϕ2(Ex(ϕ2)) = ∅. It follows that
Irr(ϕ1) ∩ Irr(ϕ2) = ∅. Then
Irr(g1) ∪ Irr(g2) = (Irr(g1 ∪ g2) \ Irr(ϕ1)) ∪ (Irr(g1 ∪ g2) \ Irr(ϕ2)) = Irr(g1 ∪ g2),
Irr(g1) ∩ Irr(g2) = (Irr(g1 ∪ g2) \ Irr(ϕ1)) ∩ (Irr(g1 ∪ g2) \ Irr(ϕ2))
= Irr(g1 ∪ g2) \ Irr(κ) = Irr(g1 ∩ g2),
since Ex(κ) for the fiber product κ of maps ϕ1 and ϕ2 is the union Ex(ψ1) ∪ Ex(ψ2) =
Ex(ϕ1) ∪ Ex(ϕ2).
As an element g of Dec(f) is uniquely determined by components of its exceptional
divisor, see Proposition 2.10, the above proves that unions and intersections are defined
via unions and intersections of subsets, hence the distributivity law holds. 
By Birkhoff’s theorem, we get
Corollary 2.15. Lattice Dec(f) is isomorphic to the lattice of lower ideals in Conn(f).
Remark 2.16. Let g1 : X → Z1, g2 : X → Z2 be elements of Dec(f) and let ψ1, ψ2 be as
in (12), such that g1 = ψ1 ◦ (g1 ∩ g2) and g2 = ψ2 ◦ (g1 ∩ g2). As Z∩ = Z1 ×Z∪ Z2 and
ϕ1(Ex(ϕ1)) ∩ ϕ2(Ex(ϕ2)) = ∅, the exceptional divisors of ψ1 and ψ2 are disjoint.
2.3. Conn(f) and irreducible components of the exceptional divisor. Define a
map
α : Conn(f)→ Irr(f), α((g, h)) = Irr(Bg).
In view of description (11) for Conn(f), map α is well-defined.
In the opposite direction, define β : Irr(f)→ Conn(f) by:
β(E) =
⋂
{(g, h) ∈ Dec(f) |E ∈ Irr(g)}.
Theorem 2.17. Map β is well-defined and inverse to α, hence bijection Conn(f) ≃
Irr(f).
Proof. Let β(E) = (gE, hE). Since gE : X → ZE factors via the blow-up τ of ZE along
BgE , gE = τ ◦g
′
E and g
′
E  gE, the definition of β(E) implies that {E} = Irr(τ) ⊂ Irr(BgE).
Moreover, if BgE had more than one component then gE would factor via the blow-up τ
′
of ZE along a component of BgE different from gE(E), gE = τ
′ ◦ g˜E. As E ∈ Irr(g˜E) and
g˜E  β(E) this contradicts the definition of β(E). Thus, gE is an element of Conn(f).
The above argument shows also that E = Irr(BgE), hence α ◦ β = IdIrr(f). For the
composition β ◦ α, let g ∈ Conn(f), E = α(g) and let g′ ∈ Dec(f) be an element which
contracts E. If g ∩ g′ 6= g, then there exists a non-trivial ϕ such that g = ϕ ◦ (g ∩ g′).
By Lemma 2.8, we have Irr(Bϕ) ⊂ Irr(Bg) = {E}, hence E /∈ Irr(g ∩ g
′). This contradicts
equality Irr(g ∩ g′) = Irr(g) ∩ Irr(g′), hence g ∩ g′ = g, i.e. g  g′. Since g′ was arbitrary,
it follows that g = β(E) = βα(g). 
In view of the theorem, the partial order on Conn(f) is transported by α to a partial
order on Irr(f). Theorem 2.14 implies
Corollary 2.18. Map Dec(f)→ I(Irr(f)), (g, h) 7→ Irr(g) induces a bijection of Dec(f)
with the lattice of lower ideals in Irr(f).
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Note that for (g, h) ∈ Dec(f), both embeddings Irr(g) → Irr(f) and Irr(h) → Irr(f)
(the latter given by the strict transform along g) are morphisms of posets. In particular,
for any (g, h) ∈ Dec(f), we have an isomorphism of partially ordered sets:
Irr(f) \ Irr(g)
≃
−→ Irr(h).
Thus, for any g ∈ Dec(f), we have an isomorphism γg : Conn(f) \Conn(g)→ Conn(h)
satisfying the equality:
(13) g ∪ g′ = γg(g
′) ◦ g.
3. Filtrations and the standard t-structure on the null category
In this section X , Y are normal algebraic spaces over an algebraically closed field k of
characteristic 0 and f : X → Y is a proper morphism. We denote by Cf the triangulated
null category :
(14) Cf := {E ∈ D
b(X) |Rf∗E = 0}.
If Y is smooth,X Gorenstein andRf∗OX ≃ OY , Cf is an admissible subcategory ofD
b(X),
i.e. the embedding ιf∗ : Cf → D
b(X) has both left and right adjoint functors. Indeed,
since Db(Y ) ≃ Perf(Y ), functor Lf ∗ takes Db(Y ) to Db(X) and we have a formula for the
functor f ! right adjoint to Rf∗:
f !(−) ≃ Lf ∗(−)⊗L f !(OY ),
cf. [BB15, Lemma A.1]. X is Gorenstein, hence f !(OY ), which differs from the dualising
complex on X by a twist with a line bundle, is a perfect complex in Db(X). It follows
that f ! also takes Db(Y ) to Db(X). As Rf∗(OX) ≃ OY , functors Lf
∗, f ! are fully faithful
and
(15) Rf∗ ◦ Lf
∗ ≃ IdDb(Y ) ≃ Rf∗ ◦ f
!.
Hence, the cones of the adjunction morphisms lie in Cf and adjoint functors to ιf∗ can be
defined by canonical triangles [Bon89]:
Lf ∗Rf∗ → Id→ ιf∗ι
∗
f → Lf
∗Rf∗[1],(16)
ιf∗ι
!
f → Id→ f
!Rf∗ → ιf∗ι
!
f [1].(17)
For a proper morphism f : X → Y , we denote by ω·f the relative dualising complex:
ω·f = f
!OY .
Lemma 3.1. Let f : X → Y be a proper morphism such that Rf∗OX = OY . Then the
duality functor Df = RHom(−, ω
·
f ) preserves the category Cf .
Proof. The fact follows immediately from Grothendieck’s duality applied to E ∈ Cf :
Rf∗RHomX(E, ω
·
f) ≃ Rf∗RHomX(E, f
!OY ) ≃ RHomY (Rf∗E,OY ) = 0. 
We consider the full subcategory of Cf :
(18) Af := {E ∈ Coh(X) |Rf∗(E) = 0}.
Lemma 3.2. [Bri02, Lemma 3.1] Let f : X → Y be a proper morphism with dimension
of fibers bounded by one. An object E in Db(X) lies in Cf if and only if H
i(E) ∈ Af , for
all i ∈ Z. Thus, the restriction of the standard t-structure on Db(X) defines a bounded
t-structure on category Cf with heart Af .
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It follows that under the assumptions of Lemma 3.2, category Af is abelian. We call
it the (abelian) null category of f . We refer to the t-structure on Cf given by Lemma 3.2
as the standard t-structure.
Proposition 3.3. [BB15, Proposition 2.9] Let f : X → Y be a proper morphism with
dimension of fibers bounded by one and let
X
g
  ❅
❅❅
❅❅
❅❅
❅
f

Z
h~~⑦⑦
⑦⑦
⑦⑦
⑦⑦
Y
be a decomposition of f . Then, for any E ∈ Coh(X) with R1f∗E = 0, we have R
1g∗E = 0.
It follows that functor g∗ takes Af to Ah and it is exact.
Lemma 3.4. Let f : X → Y be a proper morphism with dimension of fibers bounded by
one such that Rf∗OX = OY . Let f : X
g
−→ Z
h
−→ Y be a decomposition of f with surjective
g. If Z is normal, then Rg∗OX = OZ and Rh∗OZ = OY .
Proof. Since f∗OX = OY , the fibers of f are connected. Hence, so are the fibers of h and
g. Thus, as Z is normal, g∗(OX) ≃ OZ (cf. [BB15, Lemma 4.1]). By Proposition 3.3,
R1g∗OX = 0, i.e. Rg∗OX = OZ . Then: Rh∗OZ = Rh∗Rg∗OX = Rf∗OX = OY . 
3.1. Dec(f) and Dec(f)op-filtrations on the null-category.
Proposition 3.5. Let f : X → Y be a proper morphism with dimension of fibers bounded
by one such that Rf∗(OX) = OY . Let f : X
g
−→ Z
h
−→ Y be a decomposition of f with
surjective g. Assume that algebraic space Z is smooth and X is Gorenstein. Then we
have a recollement
Cg ι∗ // Cf
ι!oo
ι∗oo
Rg∗ // Ch
Lg∗oo
g!oo
Proof. Since Z is smooth, Lg∗Db(Z) ⊂ Db(X) and g!(−) ≃ Lg∗(−) ⊗ g!(OZ). Since
X is Gorenstein, g! is a functor Db(Z) → Db(X). By Lemma 3.4, Rg∗OX ≃ OZ . It
follows by (15) that functors Lg∗, g! are fully faithful, and so are their restrictions to Ch.
Furthermore, Rf∗Lg
∗Ch ≃ Rh∗Ch ≃ 0 and Rf∗g
!Ch ≃ Rh∗Ch ≃ 0, hence Lg
∗|Ch and g
!|Ch
take values in Cf . Triangles (16) and (17) prove existence of left and right adjoint functors
to ι∗. Finally, Cg is the kernel of Rg∗|Cf , hence the recollement. 
Let now f : X → Y be a relatively projective birational morphism of smooth algebraic
spaces with dimension of fibers bounded by one. By Theorem 2.14, we have a distributive
lattice Dec(f) of smooth decompositions for f .
Proposition 3.6. Map Dec(f) → Adm(Cf ), (g, h) 7→ Cg, endows Cf with a strict
admissible Dec(f)-filtration.
Proof. For g ∈ Dec(f), category Cg is an admissible subcategory of Cf . By Corollary 1.4,
in order to check that g 7→ Cg is a strict admissible filtration it suffices to show that it is
a strict left admissible Dec(f)-filtration.
We shall constantly use the notation of diagram (12) with g1 ∩ g2 = ξ.
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The minimal element in Dec(f) is (IdX , f), the maximal one is (f, IdY ). Condition (Li)
of Section 1.1 is obviously satisfied. For a pair g1, g2 ∈ Dec(f), clearly Cg1∩g2 ⊂ Cg1 ∩ Cg2 .
Now let F ∈ Cg1 ∩ Cg2 . Then F
′ := R(g1 ∩ g2)∗F lies in Cψ1 ∩ Cψ2 . In particular, F
′ is
supported on Ex(ψ1) ∩ Ex(ψ2). It follows from Remark 2.16 that F
′ = 0, i.e. F ∈ Cg1∩g2.
For a decomposition f = h ◦ g, the left orthogonal to Cg in Cf is Lg
∗Ch. Thus, in
order to check condition (Lii), it suffices to show that L(g1 ∪ g2)
∗Cτ = Lg
∗
1Ch1 ∩ Lg
∗
2Ch2 ,
where f = τ ◦ (g1 ∪ g2). Since Lϕ
∗
1Cτ ⊂ Ch1 and Lϕ
∗
2Cτ ⊂ Ch2 , category L(g1 ∪ g2)
∗Cτ is
contained both in Lg∗1Ch1 and in Lg
∗
2Ch2 . Let now F be an object in Lg
∗
1Ch1∩Lg
∗
2Ch2 . Then
F ≃ L(g1∩g2)
∗R(g1∩g2)∗F , hence it is enough to show that F
′ := R(g1∩g2)∗F is an object
of Lκ∗Cτ . Since F
′ lies in Lψ∗1Ch1 ∩ Lψ
∗
2Ch2 , F
′ ≃ Lψ∗1Rψ1∗F
′ ≃ Lψ∗2Rψ2∗Lψ
∗
1Rψ1∗F
′.
By Lemma 3.7 below, the latter is isomorphic to Lψ∗2Lϕ
∗
2Rϕ1∗Rψ1∗F
′ ≃ Lκ∗Rκ∗F
′, i.e.
F ∈ Lκ∗Cτ .
It remains to check that the filtration is strict. For g1, g2 in Dec(f), the quotient
Cg1∪g2/Cg1∩g2 is equivalent to Cκ. Thus, the filtration is strict, if Cψ1 and Cψ2 are orthogonal
subcategories of Cκ. By Remark 2.16, the support of every object in Cψ1 is disjoint from
the support of every object in Cψ2 . Hence, Hom(Cψ1 , Cψ2) = 0 = Hom(Cψ2 , Cψ1). 
Lemma 3.7. In the notation of (12) the base change Lϕ∗2Rϕ1∗ → Rψ2∗Lψ
∗
1 is an
isomorphism of functors Db(Z1)→ D
b(Z2).
Proof. First, note that both functors are zero on Cϕ1 . For Lϕ
∗
2Rϕ1∗ it is clear. Let now E
be an object of Cϕ1 . Then E is supported on Ex(ϕ1). Since ϕ1(Ex(ϕ1)) ∩ ϕ2(Ex(ϕ2)) =
∅, by Proposition 2.11, and Z∩ is the fiber product of ϕ1 and ϕ2, we have Ex(ψ2) =
ψ−11 (Ex(ϕ1)). It follows that object Lψ
∗
1E is supported on Ex(ψ2). Hence, the support of
Rψ2∗Lψ
∗
1E is contained in ψ2(Ex(ψ2)). As ϕ2 is an isomorphism in a neighbourhood of
ψ2(Ex(ψ2)), vanishing Rϕ2∗Rψ2∗Lψ
∗
1E ≃ Rϕ1∗Rψ1∗Lψ
∗
1E ≃ 0 implies Rψ2∗Lψ
∗
1E ≃ 0.
It remains to check that the base change is an isomorphism on the orthogonal
complement to Cϕ1 ⊂ D
b(Z1), i.e. on Lϕ
∗
1D
b(Z∪), which is clear. 
Proposition 3.8. Maps Dec(f)op → Adm(Cf ), (g, h) 7→ Lg
∗Ch, (g, h) 7→ g
!Ch endow
Cf with strict admissible Dec(f)
op-filtrations which are right, respectively left, dual to the
filtration of Proposition 3.6.
Proof. As Cg ⊗ ω
−1
g is the kernel of the functor Rg∗(−⊗ ωg) left adjoint to Lg
∗, category
Cf admits an SOD Cf = 〈Lg
∗Ch, Cg ⊗ ω
−1
g 〉, i.e. subcategory Lg
∗Ch ⊂ Cf is admissible.
Since the g 7→ Cg filtration is strict admissible by Proposition 3.6, the filtration g 7→
Lg∗Ch is strict and left admissible (see Proposition 1.5). By Corollary 1.4, the map
g 7→ Lg∗Ch yields a strict admissible Dec(f)
op-filtration of Cf .
The statement for the g 7→ g!Ch filtration follows from the SOD Cf = 〈Cg⊗ωg, g
!Ch〉. 
Remark 3.9. One can extend lattice Dec(f) to a lattice Dec+(f) by adding a new
maximal element 1+. The Dec(f)-filtration on Cf described in Proposition 3.6 can be
extended to a strict admissible Dec+(f)-filtration on Db(X) by assigning the category
Db(X) to 1+. Its right and left dual Dec+(f)op-filtrations map 1+ to 0 and g : X → Z in
Dec(f) to Lg∗Db(Z) ⊂ Db(X), respectively g!Db(Z) ⊂ Db(X).
3.2. The standard t-structure on the null-category is glued. By Lemma 3.2, the
standard t-structure on Db(X) restricts to the standard t-structure on Cf with heart Af .
We shall show that the t-structure on Cf is glued via the Dec(f)-filtration of Proposition
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3.6. First, we show that there is a recollement of the hearts of standard t-structures under
weaker assumptions on morphism f and its decomposition.
Lemma 3.10. Let f : X → Y be a proper morphism with dimension of fibers bounded by
1 and Rf∗OX = OY . Let f : X
g
−→ Z
h
−→ Y be a decomposition of f with surjective g and
normal Z. Then, for any E ∈ Ch and any k ∈ Z, sheaves Lkg∗E, Hkg!E lie in Af .
Proof. The decomposition Rf∗ = Rh∗ ◦ Rg∗ yields Rf∗Lg
∗(E) = Rh∗Rg∗Lg
∗(E) =
Rh∗(E) = 0 and Rf∗g
!(E) = Rh∗Rg∗g
!(E) = Rh∗(E) = 0, by Lemma 3.4 and (15).
Hence, both Lkg∗E and Hkg!E are objects of Af , see Lemma 3.2. 
We say that a diagram of functors between abelian categories
A0 i∗ // A j∗ //
i!oo
i∗oo
A1
j∗oo
j!oo
is an abelian recollement (cf. [PV14]) if conditions (r1), (r2) and (r3) as in Subsection
1.1 are satisfied. Note that hearts of glued t-structures for a triangulated recollement
(1) comprise an abelian recollement. However, not all abelian recollements come from
triangulated ones.
Proposition 3.11. Let f : X
g
−→ Z
h
−→ Y be as in Lemma 3.10. Categories Ag, Af and
Ah fit into an abelian recollement
(19) Ag i∗ // Af g∗ //
i!oo
i∗oo
Ah
H0g!oo
g∗oo
where i∗ := H0ι∗g|Af and i
! := H0ι!g|Af , for functors ι
∗
g : D
−(X) → C−g , ι
!
g : D
+(X) → C+g
defined as in (16), (17).
Proof. By construction, functors (i∗ ⊣ i∗ ⊣ i
!) and (g∗ ⊣ g∗ ⊣ H
0g!) are adjoint. Ag ⊂ Af
and, by Proposition 3.3, g∗|Af = Rg∗|Af , hence Ag is the kernel of g∗. By Lemma 3.4,
Rg∗OX ≃ OZ , i.e. formula (15) yields Rg∗Lg
∗ ≃ IdDb(Z) ≃ Rg∗g
!. By Lemma 3.10,
both g∗ and H0g! map Ah to Af . Since Rg∗ is t-exact on Cf by Proposition 3.3, we have
g∗g
∗ ≃ IdAh ≃ g∗H
0g!, i.e. functors g∗ and H0g! are fully faithful. 
If we further require that Z is smooth andX is Gorenstein then the standard t-structure
on Cf is glued:
Lemma 3.12. Let f : X
g
−→ Z
h
−→ Y be as in Lemma 3.10. Assume that algebraic space
Z is smooth and X is Gorenstein. Then the standard t-structure on Cf is glued from the
standard t-structures on Cg and Ch via recollement of Proposition 3.5.
Proof. Since the t-structures on Cg and Cf are obtained by restriction from D
b(X), the
embedding ι∗ is t-exact. The t-exactness of Rg∗ follows from Proposition 3.3. Hence, the
standard t-structure is glued. 
Let f : X → Y be a relatively projective birational morphism of smooth algebraic spaces
with dimension of fibers bounded by one. Morphism g ∈ Conn(f) admits a decomposition
g : X
g′
−→ Z ′
s
−→ Z, for the blow-up s of Z along Bg. Since Irr(g
′) = Irr(g)\ Irr(Bg), element
g′ is maximal among all elements in Dec(f) strictly smaller than g. It follows that Cg′ is
the category C<{g} as in Section 1.2 and
Cog := Cg/C<{g}
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is equivalent to Cs, see Proposition 3.5. In particular, C
o
g is endowed with the t-structure
transported from the standard t-structure on Cs.
Morphism s fits into a diagram:
(20) Eg
ζ
//
p

Z ′
s

Bg
j
// Z.
Then Eg ≃ P(NZ/Bg) is the projectivisation of the normal bundle and p is the projection.
Define
(21) θg(−) := Rζ∗Lp
∗(−)⊗OZ′(Eg) : D
b(Bg)→ D
b(Z ′).
By [Orl92, Theorem 4.3], θg induces an equivalence D
b(Bg)
≃
−→ Cs.
Lemma 3.13. Functor θg, (21), is t-exact when both D
b(Bg) and Cs are endowed with
the standard t-structures.
Proof. We use the notation of (20). Functor θg is the composite of Lp
∗, for p flat, Rζ∗,
for a closed embedding ζ , and tensor product with a line bundle, hence it is t-exact. 
It follows that category Cog , associated to a join-prime element of Dec(f), i.e. g ∈
Conn(f), is equivalent to Db(Bg).
Proposition 3.14. The standard t-structure on Cf is glued via the strict Dec(f)-filtration
of Proposition 3.6 from the standard t-structures on Db(Bg), for all g ∈ Conn(f).
Proof. By Lemma 3.13, the standard t-structure on Db(Bg) corresponds under θg to the
standard t-structure on Cs. By Lemma 3.12, for any g1 ≺ g2 ∈ Dec(f) with g2 = ϕ ◦ g1
and a decomposition ϕ = ϕ1 ◦ ϕ2, the t-structure on Cϕ is glued via the recollement
with respect to subcategory Cϕ2 from the standard t-structures on Cϕ2 and Cϕ1 . Hence,
conditions on the glued t-structure of Theorem 1.7 are satisfied. 
4. Tilting relative generators
We shall describe a t-structure on Cf glued from the standard t-structures on D
b(Bg),
for g ∈ Conn(f), via the left dual Dec(f)op-filtration of Proposition 3.8. We shall show
that this t-structure is induced by a tilting relative generator over Y . First we discuss
this notion and the resulted t-structure.
4.1. Generators in stacks of subcategories in Db(X). For a quasi-compact, quasi-
separated algebraic space, we denote by D(X) the unbounded derived category of OX -
modules with quasi-coherent cohomology. We consider algebraic spaces with their etale
topology. By abuse of terminology we will speak about open subsets meaning open sets
in the etale topology.
Let f : X → Y be a proper morphism of quasi-compact, quasi-separated algebraic
spaces. A stack C of subcategories of D(X) over Y is the data of a full triangulated
subcategory CU ⊂ D(f
−1(U)), for any open U ⊂ Y , satisfying conditions:
(S1) for any open embedding U1 ⊂ U and E ∈ CU , the restriction E|f−1(U1) lies in CU1 ,
(S2) for any open U ⊂ Y , any E ∈ Perf(U) and E ∈ CU , object Lf
∗E ⊗ E is in CU ,
(S3) for any open U ⊂ Y , an object E ∈ D(f−1(U)) is in CU if there exists an open
covering U =
⋃
i∈I Ui such that E|f−1(Ui) ∈ CUi, for all i ∈ I.
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We say that T ∈ CY is tilting over Y if AT := Rf∗RHomX(T, T ) is isomorphic to its
zero’th cohomology sheaf AT := H
0(X,AT ). We say that T is a relative generator for
C over Y if, for any affine open U ⊂ Y , category CU is split generated by T |f−1(U), i.e.
equivalent to the smallest triangulated subcategory of D(f−1(U)) containing T |f−1(U) and
closed under direct summands.
We shall replace AT with a suitable DG algebra and prove
Theorem 4.1. Let C be a stack of subcategories of D(X) over Y and T ∈ CY a relative
generator for C over Y . Then C is equivalent to the stack of perfect AT -modules, i.e. for
any open U ⊂ Y , category CU is equivalent to the full subcategory Perf(AT |U) of perfect
objects in the derived category of sheaves of right AT |U -modules.
To simplify the exposition, we shall assume that the open U ⊂ Y is equal to Y .
We shall use an appropriate DG enhancement [BK90] for CY to define AT , functor
ΦT : CY → Perf(AT ) and its left adjoint. We then check that ΦT is fully faithful and
essentially surjective. When T is tilting over Y , we give sufficient conditions for category
Perf(AT ) to be equivalent to the bounded derived category D
b(AT ) of coherent AT -
modules.
Let C˜Y be the DG category of complexes of h-injective OX-modules quasi-isomorphic
to objects in CY . Let T˜ be an h-injective resolution for T . We define a sheaf
AT := f∗HomX(T˜ , T˜ )
of DG algebras on Y . Denote by Mod(AT ) the DG category of sheaves of right AT–DG
modules and by Perf(AT ) its full DG subcategory of perfect complexes, i.e. DG modules
which locally are quasi-isomorphic to objects in the full subcategory of Mod(AT ) generated
by AT . Denote by D(AT ) the derived category of Mod(AT ) and by Perf(AT ) ⊂ D(AT )
the full subcategory of perfect complexes.
Further, denote by
(22) ΦT : CY → Perf(AT )
the functor induced by
Φ˜T (−) := f∗HomX(T˜ ,−) : C˜Y → Perf(AT ).
Since, for any affine U ⊂ Y , category CU is generated by T |f−1(U) and ΦT (T ) ≃ AT ,
f∗Hom(T˜ , E˜) is indeed an object of Perf(AT ), for any E˜ ∈ C˜Y .
To define the functor left adjoint to ΦT , we recall that any sheaf M of AT–DG modules
admits an h-flat resolution M , [Ric10, Theorem 1.3.3]. We define ΨT : Perf(AT )→ CY as
the functor induced by
Ψ˜T : Perfh(AT )→ C˜Y , ΨT (M) = f
−1(M)⊗f−1(AT ) T˜ ,
wherePerfh(AT ) is the DG category of h-flat AT–DGmodules quasi-isomorphic to objects
of Perf(AT ). Above, the f
−1(AT )-module structure on T˜ is given by the composite
f−1f∗HomX(T˜ , T˜ )⊗ T˜ → HomX(T˜ , T˜ )⊗ T˜ → T˜
of the adjunction counit and the evaluation map.
On the category generated by AT , functor Ψ˜T is uniquely defined by equality Ψ˜T (AT ) =
T˜ . Since any M ∈ Perf(AT ) is locally an object of the category generated by AT , ΨT (M)
is locally an object of C. Then (S3) implies that ΨT (M) ∈ CY , i.e. ΨT is well-defined.
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For h-flat M and E˜ ∈ C˜Y , canonical morphism HomX(f
−1(M) ⊗f−1(AT )
T˜ , E˜) → Homf−1(AT )(f
−1(M),HomX(T˜ , E˜)) gives f∗HomX(f
−1(M) ⊗f−1(AT ) T˜ , E˜) →
f∗Homf−1(AT )(f
−1(M),HomX(T˜ , E˜)). By adjunction, we have
f∗Homf−1(AT )(f
−1(M),HomX(T˜ , E˜)) ≃ HomAT (M, f∗HomX(T˜ , E˜)).
Thus, for any M ∈ Perf(AT ), E ∈ CY , we get
κM,E : Rf∗RHomX(ΨT (M), E)→ RHomAT (M,ΦT (E)).
Locally ΨT is inverse to ΦT , in particular left adjoint. It follows that κM,E is a quasi-
isomorphism, for any M ∈ Perf(AT ), E ∈ CY . As global Hom is the hypercohomology
group of Rf∗RHom, this implies that functor ΨT is left adjoint to ΦT .
Lemma 4.2. Functor ΦT is fully faithful.
Proof. For E˜1, E˜2 ∈ C˜Y , we aim to construct a morphism αE˜1,E˜2 : f∗HomX(E˜1, E˜2) →
HomAT (Φ˜T (E˜1), Φ˜T (E˜2)) and show that it is a quasi-isomorphism.
Composition of morphisms gives, for any E˜1, E˜2 ∈ C˜Y , a map α
′
E˜1,E˜2
: HomX(E˜1, E˜2)→
HomX(HomX(T˜ , E˜1),HomX(T˜ , E˜2)). To get αE˜1,E˜2, we note that, for any open
subset U ⊂ Y , a section of f∗HomX(HomX(T˜ , E˜1),HomX(T˜ , E˜2))(U) is a morphism
ϕ : HomX(T˜ , E˜1)|f−1(U) → HomX(T˜ , E˜2)|f−1(U). Then f∗ϕ gives Φ˜T (E˜1)|U →
Φ˜T (E˜2)|U . As f∗ϕ respects the right AT |U -module structure, we get a map
f∗HomX(HomX(T˜ , E˜1),HomX(T˜ , E˜2)) → HomAT (Φ˜T (E˜1), Φ˜T (E˜2)). Composite with
f∗α
′ yields the desired αE˜1,E˜2.
By considering h-injective resolutions, we get αE1,E2 : Rf∗RHomX(E1, E2) →
RHomAT (ΦT (E1),ΦT (E2)), for any pair E1, E2 ∈ CY . Clearly, αT,T is a quasi-
isomorphism. Since, for any open affine U ⊂ Y , objects E1|f−1(U), E2|f−1(U) lie
in the category generated by T |f−1(U), we get by unwinding that αE1,E2 is locally
a quasi-isomorphism. By taking global sections, we conclude that HomX(E1, E2) =
HomAT (ΦT (E1),ΦT (E2)). 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. In view of Lemma 4.2, it suffices to show that ΦT is essentially
surjective. We check that the adjunction unit Id → ΦTΨT is an isomorphism when
applied to any object of Perf(AT ). For any M ∈ Perf(AT ), the cone M
′ of the adjunction
unit M → ΦTΨTM satisfies HomAT (M
′,ΦT (E)) = 0, for any E ∈ CY . We shall show
that this implies M ′ ≃ 0.
Let E be an object in Perf(Y ). Then T ⊗LX Lf
∗E ∈ CY and the projection formula
Rf∗RHomX(T, T ⊗
L
X Lf
∗E) ≃ Rf∗(RHomX(T, T )⊗
L
X Lf
∗E) ≃ Rf∗RHomX(T, T )⊗
L
Y E
implies ΦT (T⊗
L
XLf
∗E) ≃ AT⊗
L
Y E . Hence HomAT (M
′,AT⊗
L
Y E) ≃ 0, for any E ∈ Perf(Y ).
We have RHomAT (M
′,AT ⊗
L
Y E) ≃ RHomAT (M
′,AT ) ⊗
L
Y E . It follows that
RHomAT (M
′,AT ⊗
L
Y E) ≃ RHomY (E
∨,M ′∨), where M ′∨ := RHomAT (M
′,AT ) denotes
the dual AT–DG module. By taking zero’th hypercohomology, we get HomY (E
∨,M ′∨) =
0, for any E ∈ Perf(Y ). As Dqc(Y ) is compactly generated (see [BVdB03], and [TV08,
Appendix B] for algebraic spaces), it follows that M ′∨ = 0. Vanishing of M ′ follows from
the fact that for any M ′ ∈ Perf(AT ), we have (M
′∨)∨ ≃M ′. 
Proposition 4.3. Let f : X → Y be a proper morphism of algebraic spaces over a field
with smooth X and let C be a stack of subcategories of Db(X) over Y such that, for
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any open U ⊂ Y , category CU ⊂ D
b(f−1(U)) is left (or right) admissible. Let T ∈ CY
be a tilting relative generator for C over Y and AT = H
0(Rf∗RHomX(T, T )). Then
Perf(AT ) ≃ D
b(AT ).
Proof. In view of [Ric10, Proposition 1.5.6], there exists an equivalence χ : D(AT ) →
D(AT ). The fact that χ induces isomorphism Perf(AT ) ≃ D
b(AT ) is local over Y , hence
we can assume that Y = SpecR is affine.
Since X is smooth, Db(X) admits a strong generator E, see [BVdB03, Theorem 3.1.4]
for smooth schemes over a field and [Toe¨12, Corollary 4.8] for algebraic spaces. If we
denote by ι∗ : Db(X) → CY the functor left adjoint to the embedding CY → D
b(X), then
ι∗E is a strong generator for CY , and similarly for the right adjoint functor.
Any object M ∈ Db(AT ) defines a locally finite cohomological functor
HomAT (χΦT (−),M) : CY → mod–R,
i.e. for any E ∈ CY ,
⊕
iHomAT (χΦT (E),M [i]) is a finitely generated R-module. Since
X is proper over Spec R,
⊕
iHom(E1, E2[i]) is a finitely generated R-module, for any
pair E1, E2 of objects in D
b(X), in particular, in CY . Then [Rou08, Corollary 4.18]
implies that HomAT (χΦT (−),M) ≃ HomX(−, B) is representable by some B ∈ CY . The
identity morphism of B gives ϕ : χΦT (B) → M . As functor χΦT is fully faithful, the
induced morphism HomAT (χΦT (E), χΦT (B))→ HomAT (χΦT (E),M) is an isomorphism,
for any E ∈ CY . It follows that the cone of ϕ is orthogonal to Perf(AT ). Since D(AT ) is
perfectly generated [Lur, Theorem 1.5.10], we conclude that the cone is zero and ϕ is an
isomorphism. The inverse inclusion χPerf(AT ) = Perf(AT ) ⊂ D
b(AT ) is clear. 
Proposition 4.3 implies that, for a proper morphism f : X → Y of smooth algebraic
spaces and a stack C of subcategories of Db(X), a tilting relative generator T ∈ CY induces
a t-structure on CY . In fact, we can consider two t-structures, the T -projective one where
T is a projective generator locally over Y and the T -injective one where T is an injective
generator locally over Y . They are defined as:
(23)
C
≤0
Y pro T = {E ∈ CY |Rf∗RHomX(T,E) ∈ D
b(AT )
≤0},
C
≥1
Y pro T = {E ∈ Cf |Rf∗RHomX(T,E) ∈ D
b(AT )
≥1},
C
≤0
Y inj T = {E ∈ CY |Rf∗RHomX(E, T ) ∈ D
b(AopT )
≥0},
C
≥1
Y inj T = {E ∈ Cf |Rf∗RHomX(E, T ) ∈ D
b(AopT )
≤−1}.
4.2. A tilting relative generator for the null category. Let X , Y be smooth
algebraic spaces over an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero, f : X → Y a
relatively projective birational morphism with dimension of fibers bounded by one and
let (g, h) be an element of Dec(f). In this section we shall construct a tilting relative
generator for Cg over Y .
Lemma 4.4. Let (g, h) be an element of Dec(f). The assignment to any open U ⊂ Y the
category Cg|f−1(U) ⊂ D
b(f−1(U)) defines a stack Cg of subcategories of D
b(X) over Y .
Proof. We verify conditions (S1)-(S3).
Let U1 ⊂ U be open subsets of Y and V1 := h
−1(U1), V := h
−1(U) their preimages in
W . Since the embedding j : V1 → V is flat, we have Lj
∗R(g|g−1(V ))∗ ≃ R(g|g−1(V1))∗Li
∗,
for the embedding i : g−1(V1) → g
−1(V ). It follows that, for any E ∈ Cg|
g−1(V )
, we have
R(g|g−1(V1))∗E|g−1(V1) = 0, i.e. condition (S1) is satisfied.
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Condition (S2) follows immediately from the projection formula. Finally, (S3) holds
because vanishing of Rg∗ is local in W , hence also in Y . 
For a sheaf F on X and a divisor D ⊂ X , denote by resFD the restriction morphism
(24) resFD : F → F ⊗OD.
For a birational morphism g : X → Z with smooth Z, denote by ωg = g
!(OZ) = ωX/Z
the relative canonical sheaf. We define discrepancy divisor Dg ⊂ X as zeroes of the
canonical section sg of ωg (given by the adjunction). We have:
(25) 0→ OX
sg
−→ g!OZ
ψg
−→ ωg|Dg → 0
Since sg is a section of a line bundle, we have ψg = res
ωg
Dg
. For a decomposition f : X
g
−→
Z
h
−→ Y , we have ωf = g
∗ωh ⊗ ωg.
We define the discrepancy sheaf of g as ωX |Dg ≃ ωg|Dg ⊗ g
∗(ωZ).
Let f : X → Y be a projective birational morphism of smooth algebraic spaces with
dimension of fibers bounded by one. For g ∈ Dec(f), consider a decomposition f : X
g
−→
Z
h
−→ Y . Define
(26) T fg :=
⊕
g′∈Conn(g)
ωX |Dg′ , T
f
g :=
⊕
g′∈Conn(f)\Conn(g)
ωX |Dg′ .
Then
Tf := T
f
f = T
f
g ⊕ T
f
g .
We shall show that Tf ∈ Cf is a tilting relative generator for Cf over Y and, more
generally, Tg ∈ Cg is a tilting relative generator for Cg over Y .
Lemma 4.5. Object ωX |Dg lies in Cg.
Proof. For g : X → Z, we have ωX |Dg ≃ Lg
∗(ωZ)⊗ ωg|Dg . The statement follows by the
projection formula and vanishing of Rg∗ωg|Dg , which follows by applying Rg∗ to (25). 
It follows from Lemma 4.5 that T fg ∈ Cg.
Recall that , for any g ∈ Dec(f), we have an isomorphism γg : Conn(f) \ Conn(g) →
Conn(h) as in (13).
Proposition 4.6. For g ∈ Dec(f) and g2 ∈ Conn(f) \ Conn(g), we have Rg∗(ωX |Dg2 ) =
ωZ|Dγg(g2). In particular, Rg∗(Tf ) = Th.
Proof. We use the notation of (12) with g = g1, ψ = ψ1 and ϕ = ϕ1.
As g2 /∈ Conn(g), morphism ψ2 is not the identity. Applying Rξ∗ to the sequence
0→ g∗2ωZ2 → ωX → ωX |Dg2 → 0
yields Rξ∗(ωX |Dg2 ) = ωZ∩ |Dψ2 . Thus, Rg∗(ωX |Dg2 ) ≃ Rψ∗Rξ∗(ωX |Dg2 ) ≃ Rψ∗(ωZ∩|Dψ2 ).
Since, by Remark 2.16, Ex(ψ) ∩ Ex(ψ2) = ∅, Rψ∗(ωZ∩|Dψ2 ) ≃ ωZ |Dϕ.
Since γg as in (13) is a bijection and, by Lemma 4.5, Rg∗(ωX |Dg′ ) = 0, for any g
′ ∈
Conn(g), it follows that Rg∗Tf = Th. 
By Lemma 4.5, Rg∗T
f
g = 0. Hence, Proposition 4.6 implies that
Rg∗T
f
g = Th.
Proposition 4.7. Object Rf∗RHomX(Tf , Tf) is a pure sheaf on Y .
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Proof. Let (g1, h1), (g2, h2) be elements of Conn(f). We show that
(27) Rf∗RHomX(ωX |Dg1 , ωX|Dg2 ) ≃ Rf∗RHomX(ωf |Dg1 , ωf |Dg2 )
is a pure sheaf on Y .
First, assume that g1, g2 are not comparable. In the notation of (12) with g1 ∩ g2 = ξ,
Lemma 4.11 below implies an exact sequence
(28) 0→ (g1 ∩ g2)
∗(ωh|Dψ1 )→ ωf |Dg1 → ωf |Dg1∩g2 → 0,
where f = h ◦ (g1 ∩ g2). We show that morphism Rf∗RHomX(ωf |D(g1∩g2) , ωf |Dg2 ) →
Rf∗RHomX(ωf |Dg1 , ωf |Dg2 ) obtained by applying Rf∗RHomX(−, ωf |Dg) to (28) is an
isomorphism. To this end, we check that Rf∗RHom((g1 ∩ g2)
∗(ωh|Dψ1 ), ωf |Dg2 ) is
isomorphic to zero. We consider a short exact sequence:
0→ g∗2ωZ2/Y → ωf → ωf |Dg2 → 0.
Applying R(g1 ∩ g2)∗(−) to it yields R(g1 ∩ g2)∗ωf |Dg2 ≃ ωh|Dψ2 . It follows that
Rf∗RHom((g1 ∩ g2)
∗(ωh|Dψ1 ), ωf |Dg2 ) ≃ Rh∗(ωh|Dψ1 , ωh|Dψ2 ) = 0, since the supports
of the two sheaves are disjoint, see Remark 2.16. We have thus reduced the question
calculating cohomology of (27) to the case of comparable elements g1∩ g2  g2 of Dec(f).
Now, we show that (27) is a pure sheaf, for g1, g2 ∈ Dec(f) comparable.
Assume g1  g2, i.e. g1 : X
g2
−→ Z2
ϕ
−→ Z1. It follows from Lemma 4.9
below that the cone Rf∗RHomX(OX , ωg1|Dg2 ) of map Rf∗RHomX(ωg1|Dg1 , ωg1|Dg2 ) →
Rf∗RHomX(ωg1, ωg1|Dg2 ) is zero. We use the resulting isomorphism to calculate
Rf∗RHomX(ωf |Dg1 , ωf |Dg2 ) ≃ Rf∗RHomX(ωg1|Dg1 , ωg1|Dg2 )
≃ Rf∗RHomX(ωg1, ωg1|Dg2 ) ≃ Rf∗(ODg2 ).
Since Rf∗OX is a pure sheaf, ODg2 is a quotient of OX , and f has dimension of fibers
bounded by one, then Rf∗(ODg2 ) is a pure sheaf.
Next, we calculate Rf∗RHomX(ωf |Dg2 , ωf |Dg1 ). Lemma 4.9 below implies vanishing
of Rf∗RHomX(ωg1|Dg2 , g
!
2(ωϕ|Dϕ)) = Rh2∗RHomX(Rg2∗ωg1|Dg2 , ωϕ|Dϕ). Then, exact
sequence given by Lemma 4.10 proves that morphism Rf∗RHomX(ωg1|Dg2 , ωg2|Dg2 ) →
Rf∗RHomX(ωg1|Dg2 , ωg1|Dg1 ) is an isomorphism. Thus, we have
Rf∗RHomX(ωf |Dg2 , ωf |Dg1 ) ≃ Rf∗RHomX(ωg1|Dg2 , ωg1|Dg1 )
≃ Rf∗RHomX(ωg1|Dg2 , ωg2|Dg2 ) ≃ Rf∗RHomX(ωg1, ωg2|Dg2 ).
The last isomorphism follows from an exact sequence
0→ Lg∗2(ωϕ)→ ωg1 → ωg1 |Dg2 → 0
and vanishing of Rf∗RHomX(Lg
∗
2(ωϕ), ωg2|Dg2 ) ≃ Rh2∗RHomX(ωϕ, Rg2∗ωg2|Dg2 ), see
Lemma 4.5.
Thus, to finish the proof, we need to show that
Rf∗RHomX(ωg1, ωg2|Dg2 ) ≃ Rf∗RHomX(Lg
∗
2(ωϕ),ODg2 ) ≃ Rh2∗(ω
−1
ϕ ⊗ Rg2∗(ODg2 ))
is a pure sheaf, where h2 is such that f : X
g2
−→ Z2
h2−→ Y .
Since Rg2∗OX ≃ OZ2, object Rg2∗(ODg2 ) is a pure sheaf on Z2. Moreover, it is supported
on a closed subscheme W2 ⊂ Z2 such that the fiber of g2 over every closed point of W2 is
one dimensional.
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Let h2 = h2|W2 : W2 → Y be the induced map. Since ω
−1
ϕ ⊗Rg2∗(ODg2 ) is supported on
W2, we have Rh2∗(ω
−1
ϕ ⊗Rg2∗(ODg2 )) ≃ Rh2∗(ω
−1
ϕ ⊗Rg2∗(ODg2 )). As ω
−1
ϕ ⊗Rg2∗(O|Dg2 ),
the derived tensor product of locally free sheaf ω−1ϕ with sheaf Rg2∗(ODg2 ), is a pure
sheaf, so is its push-forward Rh2∗(ω
−1
ϕ ⊗ Rg2∗(ODg2 )) by a finite map h2, see Lemma 4.8
below. 
Lemma 4.8. Let g : X → Z be an element of Dec(f). Let W ⊂ Z be the image of the
exceptional locus of g. Then the map h := h|W : W → Y is finite.
Proof. Map h is a restriction of h to a closed subset, hence it is proper. Thus, by [Gro67,
Theorem 8.11.1], in order to show that it is finite it suffices to check that it has finite
fibers.
Note that, for any w ∈ W , the fiber g−1(w) is of dimension one. If the fiber of h over
y ∈ h(W ) would have dimension one, then the fiber of h ◦ g over y, i.e. the fiber of f ,
would have dimension two, which contradicts the assumptions. 
Lemma 4.9. For g1  g2 ∈ Dec(f), ωg1|Dg2 ∈ Cg2.
Proof. Let g1 = ϕ ◦ g2. Then the statement follows by the projection formula from the
decomposition ωg1 |Dg2 ≃ g
∗
2(ωϕ)⊗ ωg2|Dg2 and vanishing of Rg2∗ωg2|Dg2 . 
Note that the discrepancy sheaf ωX |Dg of g : X → Z has a locally free resolution
consisting of two invertible sheaves:
0→ g∗ωZ → ωX → ωX |Dg → 0.
Since a pull back of a non-zero morphism of invertible sheaves is an injective morphism,
for any surjective ϕ : X˜ → X , we have
Lϕ∗(ωX |Dg) ≃ ϕ
∗(ωX |Dg).
If X˜ is Gorenstein, i.e. if ωX˜ is an invertible sheaf, then smoothness of X implies that
ϕ!(ωX |Dg) ≃ Lϕ
∗(ωX |Dg)⊗
L ϕ!(OX) ≃ ϕ
∗(ωX |Dg)⊗ ϕ
!(OX)
is also a pure sheaf.
For g ∈ Dec(f), g′ ∈ Dec(g) and decomposition g : X
g′
−→ Z ′
h′
−→ Z, we have a canonical
morphism αgg′ : ωg′ |Dg′ → ωg|Dg induced by the canonical morphism g
′!(OZ′)→ g
!(OZ).
Lemma 4.10. For (g, h) ∈ Dec(f) and (g′, h′) ∈ Dec(g), we have a short exact sequence:
(29) 0→ ωg′ |Dg′
αgg′
−−→ ωg|Dg → g
′!ωh′|Dh′ → 0.
Proof. Applying g′! to short exact sequence (25) for h′ : Z ′ → Z yields a diagram
g′!ωh′|Dh′
≃ // g′!ωh′|Dh′
OX // g
′!h′!OZ //
OO
ωg|Dg
OO
OX //
≃
OO
g′!OZ′ //
OO
ωg′|Dg′
OO
with exact rows and columns. The right column gives the result. 
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Lemma 4.11. For (g, h) ∈ Dec(f) and (g′, h′) ∈ Dec(g), we have a short exact sequence:
(30) 0→ g′∗(ωh◦h′|Dh′ )→ ωf |Dg
res
ωf |Dg
D
g′
−−−−−→ ωf |Dg′ → 0.
Proof. Recall from Appendix A that there exists a canonical morphism of functors
ϕRg∗ : Lg
∗ → g!. In particular, sg = ϕRg∗,OZ : OX → g
!(OZ).
Since sh′ = ϕRh′∗,OZ , Proposition A.2(ii) applied to decomposition Rg∗ = Rh
′
∗ ◦ Rg
′
∗
implies that the bottom left square of diagram
(31) ωg|Dg′
id // ωg|Dg′
OX
sg // ωg
ψg //
res
ωg
D
g′
OO
ωg|Dg
res
ωg |Dg
D
g′
OO
OX
g′∗(sh′ )//
id
OO
g′∗ωh′
g′∗(ψh′ )//
ϕRg′∗,ωh′
OO
g′∗ωh′|Dh′
OO
commutes. Map ϕRg′∗,ωh′ : g
′∗ωh′ → ωg is a morphism of line bundles with zeroes along Dg′,
hence its cokernel is res
ωg
Dg′
. As ψg = res
ωg
Dg
and a composition of restriction morphisms is
a restriction morphism, the upper right square of the above diagram commutes. It follows
that (31) is commutative with exact rows and columns. Sequence (30) is obtained as the
tensor product of the right column of (31) with g∗(ωh) ≃ g
′∗(h′∗ ωh). 
Lemma 4.12. For (g : X → Z, h : Z → Y ) ∈ Dec(f) and g′ ∈ Conn(f) \ Conn(g) let
ϕ ∈ Conn(f) be such that g ∪ g′ = ϕ ◦ g. Then sequence
0→ Lg∗(ωZ|Dϕ)→ ωX |Dg′
res
ωX |D
g′
D
g∩g′
−−−−−→ ωX |Dg∩g′ → 0
is exact, where ωX |DId := 0.
Proof. If g ∩ g′ = IdX , morphism g is an isomorphism in the neighbourhood of Dg′ , by
Remark 2.16, hence ωX |Dg′ ≃ Lg
∗Rg∗ωX |Dg′ ≃ Lg
∗ωZ|Dϕ, see Proposition 4.6.
Assume that g ∩ g′ 6= IdX . Morphisms g, g
′ fit into diagram (12) with g1 = g and
g2 = g
′. We put ψ := ψ1 and ψ
′ := ψ2. Tensor product of (30) for g ∩ g
′ = ξ ∈ Dec(g′)
with f ∗ωY yields a short exact sequence
0→ L(g ∩ g′)∗(ωZ∩ |Dψ′)→ ωX |Dg′ → ωX |Dg∩g′ → 0.
We show that Lg∗(ωZ |Dϕ) ≃ L(g ∩ g
′)∗(ωZ∩|Dψ′ ).
It follows from Remark 2.16 that ψ is an isomorphism in the neighbourhood of Ex(ψ′).
Hence, ωZ∩|Dψ′ ≃ Lψ
∗Rψ∗(ωZ∩|Dψ′ ). Since Lg
∗ = L(g ∩ g′)∗ ◦ Lψ∗, the statement follows
from isomorphisms Rψ∗ωZ∩ |Dψ′ ≃ Rg∗ωX |Dg′ ≃ ωZ|Dϕ , both given by Proposition 4.6; the
first for the pair g ∩ g′, g′ of elements of Dec(f). 
Proposition 4.13. For (g, h) ∈ Dec(f), sequence
(32) 0→ Lg∗(Th)→ T
f
g →
⊕
g′∈Conn(f)\Conn(g)
ωX |Dg∩g′ → 0
is exact.
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Proof. By Proposition 4.6 any direct summand of Th is of the form Rg∗ωX |Dg′ , for some
g′ ∈ Conn(f) \ Conn(g). Short exact sequence (32) is then the direct sum of the short
exact sequences of Lemma 4.12, for all g′ ∈ Conn(f) \ Conn(g). 
Theorem 4.14. For g ∈ Dec(f), object Tg ∈ Cg is a tilting relative generator over Y .
First, we consider the case when g = s : X → Z is the blow-up of Z along a smooth
irreducible Bg of codimension two, see diagram (20).
Lemma 4.15. For g = s ∈ Conn(f) as above, ωX |Dg is a tilting relative generator over
Y .
Proof. We shall assume that Y = Spec(R) is affine and check that ωX |Dg generates Cg.
Since g∗ωZ ⊗ (−) : Cg → Cg is an equivalence, ωX |Dg ≃ g
∗ωZ ⊗ωg|Dg generates Cg if and
only if ωg|Dg = OE(E) = Rζ∗Lp
∗(OBg) ⊗ OX(E) does. As the codimension of Bg is 2,
functor Rζ∗Lp
∗(−) ⊗ OX(E) : D
b(Bg) → Cg is an equivalence (see [Orl92, Theorem 4.3],
[BO95, Proposition 3.2]). Thus, it suffices to check that OBg generates D
b(Bg) over Y .
Note that, by Lemma 4.8 morphism h|Bg : Bg → Y is affine. Since Y is affine, so is Bg.
As Bg is smooth, we have D
b(Bg) = 〈OBg〉, which concludes the proof. 
Proof of Theorem 4.14. Note that Tg is a direct summand of Tf . Hence, it follows from
Proposition 4.7 that Rf∗RHomX(Tg, Tg) is a pure sheaf on Y . Therefore, it suffices to
check that, for an open affine U ⊂ Y and V := f−1(U), category Cg|V is generated by
Tg|V . Since g factors through g
′ ∈ Conn(g), Lemma 4.5 implies that R(g|V )∗ Tg|V = 0.
Thus, the triangulated subcategory of Db(V ) generated by Tg|V is contained in Cg|V .
Let Y be affine and g ∈ Dec(f). We prove by induction on |Conn(g)| that Tg generates
Cg. If |Conn(g)| = 1, the statement follows from Lemma 4.15. If |Conn(g)| > 1, then
we consider a decomposition g : X
g′
−→ Z ′
h′
−→ Z such that g′ is the blow-up of a smooth
irreducible W ′ ⊂ Z ′. According to Proposition 4.13 applied to (g′, h′) ∈ Dec(g), sequence
0→ Lg′∗(Th′)→ T
g
g′ →
⊕
g˜∈Conn(g)\{g′}
ωX |Dg˜∩g′ → 0
is exact. Since intersection g˜∩g′ of g˜ and g′ in Dec(g) equals g′ or IdX , for any g˜ ∈ Conn(g),
the last object of this sequence is a direct sum of copies of Tg′ . As this object together
with T
g
g′ are direct summands of Tg, object Lg
′∗(Th′) is split generated by Tg.
Decomposition g = h′ ◦ g′ yields SOD Cg = 〈Cg′, Lg
′∗Ch′〉. By the inductive hypothesis
Lg′∗Ch′ ⊂ Cg is split generated by Lg
′∗Th′ , hence by Tg. The other component Cg′ of the
SOD is split generated by Tg, because it is generated by Tg′ = ωX |Dg′ by Lemma 4.15. 
4.3. Tilting relative generators for Db(X). Define
TX = TX,f := ωX ⊕ Tf = ωX ⊕
⊕
g∈Conn(f)
ωX |Dg .
Proposition 4.16. Rf∗RHomX(TX,f , TX,f) is a pure sheaf on Y .
Proof. In view of Proposition 4.7, it suffices to show that Rf∗RHomX(ωX , ωX |Dg) and
Rf∗RHomX(ωX |Dg , ωX) is a pure sheaf, for any g ∈ Conn(f).
Object
Rf∗RHomX(ωX , ωX|Dg) ≃ Rf∗ODg
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is a pure sheaf as ODg is a quotient of OX and R
1f∗OX = 0.
Moreover,
Rf∗RHomX(ωX |Dg , ωX) ≃ RHom(Rf∗(ωX |Dg), ωY ) ≃ 0,
by Lemma 4.5. 
Clearly, Db(X) is a stack of subcategories of Db(X) over Y . We have:
Theorem 4.17. Object TX,f ∈ D
b(X) is a tilting relative generator for Db(X) over Y .
Proof. In view of Proposition 4.16, it suffices to check that TX,f generates D
b(X) if Y is
affine. Since Rf∗OX ≃ OY , functor f
! is fully faithful and we have a SOD
Db(X) = 〈f !Db(Y ), Cf 〉.
In view of Theorem 4.14, Tf generates Cf . As ωX = f
!(ωY ), the first summand of TX,f ,
generates f !Db(Y ), the statement follows. 
Finally, note that, for f : X → Y as above, the relative duality functor Df(−) =
RHomX(−, ω
·
f) is local over Y . By Lemma 3.1, Df (Cf ) ⊂ Cf . Then Df (Tf) ∈ Cf ,
Df(TX,f ) ∈ D
b(X) are tilting relative generators over Y . It will be convenient for us to
use the functor DX(−) = RHomX(−, ωX) instead. Functor DX differs from Df by a twist
with Lf ∗ωY , hence it also satisfies DX(Cf) ⊂ Cf . Define
Sf := DX(Tf), SX,f = SX := DX(TX,f).
A simple calculation for these objects shows
Sf =
⊕
g∈Conn(f)
ωg|Dg [−1], SX,f = OX ⊕ Sf .
Corollary 4.18. Objects SX,f and Sf are tilting relative generators over Y for Cf and
for Db(X) respectively.
5. A system of t-structure on Db(X) related to f
5.1. T-structures on the null-category and on Db(X): one blow-up. Since X is
smooth, it follows from Theorem 4.17 that we have the TX -projective and TX -injective
t-structures on Db(X) defined as in (23). Similarly, in view of Theorem 4.14, the null
category Cf admits the Tf -projective and the Tf -injective t-structures (23). Also we have
SX-projective and SX-injective t-structures on D
b(X), and similarly for Cf .
Remark 5.1. Note that, for a smooth algebraic space X and f = IdX , any line bundle
L ∈ Db(X) is a tilting relative object over X . Since tensor product with a line bundle
is a t-exact functor in the standard t-structure and the OX -projective t-structure is the
standard one, then so is the L-projective t-structure, for any L ∈ Pic(X).
Define the dual t-structure on Db(X) as the one induced by applying the duality
RHom(−,OX) : D
b(X)op → Db(X) to the standard t-structure on Db(X), cf. [Bon13].
Then the L-injective t-structure is the dual one on Db(X), for any L ∈ Pic(X).
Consider the case of f being the blow-up of Y along a smooth Bf of codimension two.
Then, in the notation of (20) for s = f , we have an equivalence
θ : Db(Bf )
≃
−→ Cf , θ(−) = Rζ∗Lp
∗(−)⊗OX(E).
The following two Propositions describe the Tf -projective and Tf -injective t-structures on
Cf under the above equivalence.
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Proposition 5.2. Equivalence θ is t-exact when Db(Bf ) is endowed with the dual t-struc-
ture and Cf with the Tf -injective t-structure.
Proof. Consider F ∈ Db(Bf ) such that RHomW (F,OBf ) is a pure sheaf. We need to
check that Rf∗RHomX(Rζ∗Lp
∗(F ) ⊗ OX(E), ωX|E) is a pure sheaf on Y . Since ωX =
OX(E)⊗ f
∗ωY , the projection formula yields
Rf∗RHomX(Rζ∗Lp
∗(F )⊗LX OX(E), ωX |E)
≃ Rf∗RHomX(Rζ∗Lp
∗(F )⊗LX OX(E),OE(E))⊗
L
Y ωY ,
hence, it suffices to check that Rf∗RHomX(Rζ∗Lp
∗(F ),OE) is a pure sheaf on Y .
The statement is local on Y , therefore we can assume that Y , hence also Bf
are affine. In view of isomorphism OE ≃ Rζ∗Lp
∗(OBf ), it suffices to show that
ExtpX(Rζ∗Lp
∗(F ), Rζ∗Lp
∗(OBf )) = 0, for p 6= 0. The statement follows from the fact
that Rζ∗Lp
∗ is fully faithful [BO95, Proposition 3.2]. 
Similarly, one shows
Proposition 5.3. Equivalence θ is t-exact when Db(Bf ) is endowed with the standard
t-structure and Cf with the Tf -projective t-structure.
However, for an arbitrary f neither of the four t-structures on Cf induced by Tf and
Sf is the standard or the dual one.
Example 5.4. Consider the contraction f : X → Y of a divisor in a smooth surface with
two rational components C1, C2 with intersection numbers C
2
1 = −2, C
2
2 = −1, C1.C2 = 1.
Then Tf ≃ OC2(C2)⊕OC1+2C2(C1 + 2C2) and Ext
1
X(OC2(C2),OC1(−1)) has dimension 1,
i.e. sheaf OC1(−1) ∈ Cf does not lie in the heart of the Tf -projective t-structure on Cf .
5.2. Duality and gluing. Let T be a triangulated category with a dualising functor
D : T op → T . For A ⊂ T , we denote by iA∗ both embeddings A → T and A
op → T op.
An SOD T = 〈A,B〉 gives an SOD T = 〈D(Bop),D(Aop)〉. If we denote by i∗A the
functor left adjoint to the embedding iA∗ : A → T and by i
!
B the functor right adjoint
to the embedding iB∗ : B → T ,then i
∗
AD : T → A
op is right adjoint to the embedding
iD(Aop)∗ = DiA∗ and i
!
BD : T → B
op is left adjoint to iD(Bop)∗ = DiB∗.
If B ⊂ T is admissible, i.e. we have SOD’s T = 〈A,B〉 = 〈B, C〉, then T admits SOD’s
T = 〈D(Cop),D(Bop)〉 = 〈D(Bop),D(Aop)〉, i.e. D(Bop) ⊂ T is admissible. Thus, the
recollement
(33) B iB∗ // T
i∗B
oo
i!B
oo
j∗ // T /B
iC∗oo
iA∗oo
yields the D-dual recollement
(34) Bop DiB∗ // T
i!BD
oo
i∗BD
oo
j∗D // (T /B)op.
DiA∗oo
DiC∗oo
Proposition 5.5. Assume that B and T /B are endowed with t-structures (B≤0,B≥1),
((T /B)≤0, (T /B)≥1). Let (T ≤0, T ≥1) be the t-structure on T glued via recollement (33).
Then the D-dual t-structure on T , (D(T ≥0),D(T ≤−1)), is glued from corresponding
t-structures on Bop and (T /B)op via recollement (34).
Proof. Since (T ≤0, T ≥1) is glued, for any B ∈ B≤0 ∩ B≥0 and any T ∈ T ≤0 ∩ T ≥0, object
iB∗(B) lies in T
≤0 ∩ T ≥0 and j∗(T ) lies in (T /B)≤0 ∩ (T /B)≥0. It follows that DiB∗(B)
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lies in D(T ≥0) ∩ D(T ≤0) and, for any T ′ ∈ D(T ≥0) ∩ D(T ≤0) = D(T ≤0 ∩ T ≥0), object
j∗D(T ′) lies in (T /B)≤0 ∩ (T /B)≥0, i.e. functors DiB∗ and j
∗D are t-exact. 
Remark 5.6. If duality D restricts to a duality Bop → B, then recollement (33) is self
dual. In this case, D(Aop) ≃ C and the duality DiA∗ : A
op → C composed with the
mutation i∗AiC∗ : C
≃
−→ A gives duality Dq on T /B ≃ A such that j
∗D = Dqj
∗.
Let f : X → Y be a birational morphism of smooth algebraic spaces. Since Y is
smooth, functors Lf ∗ and f ! are related via f !(−) = Lf ∗(−) ⊗ ωf , cf. [BB15, Lemma
A.1]. It follows that f !Db(Y ) ≃ Lf ∗Db(Y ) ⊗ ωf . Twists by powers of ωf of the SOD’s
Db(X) = 〈f !Db(Y ), Cf〉 = 〈Cf , Lf
∗Db(Y )〉 give an infinite chain of SOD’s
. . . = 〈Cf⊗ωf , f
!Db(Y )〉 = 〈f !Db(Y ), Cf 〉 = 〈Cf , Lf
∗Db(Y )〉 = 〈Lf ∗Db(Y ), Cf⊗ω
−1
f 〉 = . . .
They yield in turn an infinite sequence of recollements for Db(X).
Since SX = Df(TX) and Sf = Df (Tf), the TX -projective and SX-injective t-structures
are Df -dual, and so are Tf -injective and Sf -projective ones.
Corollary 5.7. If the TX-injective (resp. projective) t-structure on D
b(X) is glued w.r.t.
subcategory B ⊂ Db(X) then the SX-projective (resp. injective) t-structure is glued w.r.t.
subcategory Df (B
op) ⊂ Db(X). Similarly for the t-structures on Cf induced by Tf and Sf .
Duality Df preserves Cf ⊂ D
b(X), Lemma 3.1. Remark 5.6 implies that the quotient
category Db(Y ) ≃ Db(X)/Cf admits a duality Dq. It is actually the standard duality
DY = RHom(−,OY ), because the Grothendieck-Verdier duality implies that Rf∗Df ≃
DYRf∗. Hence, if a t-structure on D
b(X) is glued with respect to subcategory Cf from
t-structures on Cf and D
b(Y ) then its Df -dual is glued with respect to subcategory Cf
from the Df -dual t-structure on Cf and the DY -dual t-structure on D
b(Y ).
5.3. The gluing properties for the t-structures. Now we shall describe how our new
t-structures are glued via various recollements.
Lemma 5.8. Functor ιf∗ : Cf → D
b(X) is t-exact for the Tf -injective t-structure on Cf
and the TX-injective t-structure on D
b(X).
Proof. Since TX,f = Tf ⊕ωX , in order to check that A lies in the heart of the Tf -injective
t-structure it suffices, by (23), to calculate Rf∗RHomX(ιf∗A, ωX). As A ∈ Cf , we have
Rf∗RHomX(ιf∗A, ωX) ≃ RHomY (Rf∗ιf∗A, ωY ) = 0, hence the result. 
For g : X → Z in Dec(f), object Tg ∈ Cf is relatively tilting both over Z and over Y ,
c.f. Theorem 4.14. Thus, the heart of the Tg-projective t-structure on Cg reads
(35)
C
≤0
g pro Tg ∩ C
≥0
g pro Tg = {E ∈ Cg |Rg∗RHomX(ιg∗Tg, ιg∗E) is a pure sheaf}
= {E ∈ Cg |Rf∗RHomX(ιg∗Tg, ιg∗E) is a pure sheaf}.
Indeed, cohomology sheaves of the complex Rg∗RHomX(ιg∗Tg, ιg∗E) are supported on
the image W of the exceptional locus of g, for any E ∈ Cg. By Lemma 4.8, the map
h|W is finite. It follows that Rg∗RHomX(ιg∗Tg, ιg∗E) is a pure sheaf if and only if so is
Rh∗Rg∗RHomX(ιg∗Tg, ιg∗E).
Lemma 5.9. For a decomposition f : X
g
−→ Z
h
−→ Y ,
(i) functor ι!g : D
b(X)→ Cg and its restriction to Cf are t-exact, for the TX,f -projective
t-structure on Db(X), Tf -projective t-structure on Cf and the Tg-projective t-struc-
ture on Cg.
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(ii) Functor ι∗g : D
b(X)→ Cg and its restriction to Cf are t-exact, for the TX,f -injective
t-structure on Db(X), Tf -injective t-structure on Cf and the Tg-injective t-struc-
ture on Cg.
Proof. We consider the case of functors defined on Db(X). The proofs of t-exactness of
their restrictions to Cf are analogous.
In view of description (35), to check that ι!g is t-exact it suffices to calculate
Rf∗RHomX(Tg, ι
!
g(A)), for A in the heart of the TX-projective t-structure on D
b(X).
Note that, for E ∈ Cg, applying Rg∗RHomX(ιg∗E,−) to a triangle of functors
(17) with f replaced by g and applied to object A, yields an isomorphism
Rg∗RHomX(ιg∗E, ιg∗ι
!
gA) ≃ Rg∗RHomX(ιg∗E,A). Since Tg is a direct summand
of TX,f , for A ∈ D
b(X)≤0pro TX ∩ D
b(X)≥0pro TX , object Rf∗RHomX(ιg∗Tg, ιg∗ι
!
gA) ≃
Rf∗RHomX(ιg∗Tg, A) is a pure sheaf, i.e. ι
!
g is t-exact.
Analogously, triangle (16) yields Rg∗RHomX(A, ιg∗E) ≃ Rg∗RHomX(ιg∗ι
∗
gA,E). As
T gg is a direct summand of TX,f , the statement follows. 
Lemma 5.10. Functor Rf∗ : D
b(X) → Db(Y ) is t-exact for the TX-injective t-structure
on Db(X) and the dual t-structure on Db(Y ).
Proof. This follows from description (23) and the local duality RHomY (Rf∗(−), ωY ) ≃
Rf∗RHomX(−, ωX). 
Lemma 5.11. For a decomposition f : X
g
−→ Z
h
−→ Y ,
(i) functor Lg∗ : Db(Z) → Db(X) and its restriction Lg∗ : Ch → Cf are t-exact, for
the TZ,h-injective t-structure on D
b(Z), the TX,f -injective t-structure on D
b(X),
the Th-injective t-structure on Ch and the Tf -injective t-structure on Cf .
(ii) Functor g! : Db(Z) → Db(X) and its restriction g! : Ch → Cf are t-exact, for the
TZ,h-projective t-structure on D
b(Z), the TX,f -projective t-structure on D
b(X), the
Th-projective t-structure on Ch and the Tf -projective t-structure on Cf .
Proof. By local duality we have Rf∗RHomX(Lg
∗(−), ωX) ≃ Rh∗RHomZ(−, ωZ) and
Rf∗RHomX(Lg
∗(−), Tf) ≃ Rh∗RHomZ(−, Th), c.f. Proposition 4.6. It follows that
functor Lg∗ and its restriction to Ch are t-exact. Similarly, Rf∗RHomX(ωX , g
!(−)) ≃
Rh∗RHomZ(ωZ ,−) and Rf∗RHomX(Tf , g
!(−)) ≃ Rh∗RHomZ(Th,−), which proves
that g! and its restriction to Ch are t-exact. 
Proposition 5.12. The TX,f -injective t-structure on D
b(X) is glued:
(i) from the TZ,h-injective t-structure on D
b(Z) and the Tg-injective t-structure on Cg
via recollement Db(Z)
Lg∗
−−→ Db(X)
ι∗g
−→ Cg, for any decomposition f : X
g
−→ Z
h
−→ Y .
It is the t-structure glued from the dual t-structures on Db(Y ) and Db(Bg) via the
strict Dec+(f)op-filtration g 7→ Lg∗Db(Z) of Remark 3.9.
(ii) from the Tf -injective t-structure on Cf and the dual t-structure on D
b(Y ) via
recollement Cf
ιf∗
−→ Db(X)
Rf∗
−−→ Db(Y ).
Proof. Functors Lg∗, ι∗g, ιf∗, Rf∗ are t-exact by Lemmas 5.8, 5.9, 5.10 and 5.11.
Uniqueness of the glued t-structure (see Theorem 1.7) implies that the TX,f -injective
t-structure is glued from the ωY -injective t-structure on D
b(Y ) and Tfi-injective
t-structures on Cfi . The statement follows from Remark 5.1 and Proposition 5.2. 
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Proposition 5.13. For any decomposition f : X
g
−→ Z
h
−→ Y , the TX,f -projective t-struc-
ture on Db(X) is glued from the TZ,h-projective t-structure on D
b(Z) and the Tg-projective
t-structure on Cg, via recollement D
b(Z)
g!
−→ Db(X)
ι!g
−→ Cg.
Proof. It follows from Lemmas 5.9 and 5.11 that functors g! and ι!g are t-exact. 
Proposition 5.14. For any (g, h) ∈ Dec(f), the Tf -injective t-structure on Cf is
glued from the Th-injective t-structure on Ch and the Tg-injective t-structure on Cg, via
recollement Ch
Lg∗
−−→ Cf
ι∗g
−→ Cg. It coincides with the t-structure glued from dual t-structures
on Db(Bg) via the strict Dec(f)
op-filtration g 7→ Lg∗Ch of Proposition 3.8.
Proof. The t-exactness of Lg∗ and ι∗g, assured by Lemmas 5.11 and 5.9, implies that the
t-structure on Cf is glued via recollement w.r.t. subcategory Lg
∗Ch. It follows that it is
glued via the strict Dec(f)op-filtration g 7→ Lg∗Ch from the Tfi-injective t-structures on
Cfi . The statement follows from Proposition 5.2. 
It follows form Propositions 5.12 and 5.14 that the TX,f -injective t-structure on D
b(X)
is glued via recollement with respect to subcategory Lg∗Ch, for any (g, h) ∈ Dec(f).
Recall from Corollary 4.18 that Db(X) and Cf have tilting relative objects SX,f ,
respectively Sf . Then, in view of Corollary 5.7, Proposition 5.12 implies
Proposition 5.15. The SX,f -projective t-structure on D
b(X) is glued
(i) from the Sg-projective t-structure on Cg and the SZ,h-projective t-structure on
Db(Z) via recollement Db(Z)
g!
−→ Db(X)
ι!g
−→ Cg, for any decomposition f : X
g
−→
Z
h
−→ Y . It is the t-structure glued from the standard t-structure on Db(Y ) and the
shift by -1 of the standard t-structures on Db(Bg) via the strict Dec
+(f)op-filtration
g 7→ g!Db(Z) of Remark 3.9.
(ii) from the Sf -projective t-structure on Cf and the standard t-structure on D
b(Y ) via
recollement Cf
ιf∗
−→ Db(X)
Rf∗
−−→ Db(Y ).
Example 5.16. For the blow-up f of Y along a smooth subschemeW , the SX,f -projective
t-structure on Db(X) is glued from the Sf -projective t-structure on Cf and the standard
t-structure on Db(Y ) via recollement with respect to subcategory Cf . For a single blow-
up f , we have Sf = Tf [−1] ⊗ f
∗(ωY )
−1. Then Proposition 5.3 implies that the Sf -
projective t-structure on Cf is the standard t-structure shifted by -1. It follows that the
SX,f -projective t-structure on D
b(X) is the t-structure of 1-perverse sheaves, with heart
1Per(X/Y ), as defined by Bridgeland in [Bri02].
Since, for a single blow-up fi, the Sfi-projective t-structure differs by the shift by -1
from the Tfi-projective, by dualising Proposition 5.14, we get
Proposition 5.17. For any (g, h) ∈ Dec(f), the Sf -projective t-structure on Cf is glued
from the Sh-projective t-structure on Ch and the Sg-projective t-structure on Cg, via
recollement Ch
g!
−→ Cf
ι!g
−→ Cg. It is the t-structure glued from the shift by -1 of the standard
t-structures on Db(Bg) via the strict Dec(f)
op-filtration g 7→ g!Ch of Proposition 3.8.
5.4. Tilting of the t-structures in torsion pairs. To a relatively projective morphism
f : X → Y of smooth algebraic spaces with dimension of fibers bounded by 1 and an
element g : X → Z in Dec(f), we assign the SX,g-projective t-structure on D
b(X). We
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shall show that, for g, g′ ∈ Dec(f), the corresponding t-structures on Db(X) are related
by two tilts, provided g and g′ are comparable in Dec(f).
More precisely, we consider the partially ordered set Dec(f) as a category whose objects
are elements of Dec(f) and with exactly one morphism (g, h)→ (g′, h′) provided (g, h) 
(g′, h′). We shall label objects and morphisms in Dec(f) with t-structures on Db(X)
such that the t-structure (Db(X)≤0ϕ ,D
b(X)≥1ϕ ) assigned to ϕ : (g, h) → (g
′, h′) is smaller
than the t-structures (Db(X)≤0g ,D
b(X)≥1g ), (D
b(X)≤0g′ ,D
b(X)≥1g′ ) assigned to (g, h) and to
(g′, h′), and differs from them by a single tilt in a torsion pair, i.e. we have
Db(X)
≤0
ϕ ⊂ D
b(X)
≤0
g ⊂ D
b(X)
≤1
ϕ , D
b(X)
≤0
ϕ ⊂ D
b(X)
≤0
g′ ⊂ D
b(X)
≤1
ϕ .(36)
We assign to g ∈ Dec(f) the SX,g-projective t-structure.
Let ϕ : g0 → g1 be a morphism in Dec(f) and let g1 : X
g0
−→ Z0
ϕ1
−→ Z1 be the
corresponding decomposition. We define the t-structure (Db(X)≤0ϕ ,D
b(X)≥1ϕ ) on D
b(X)
to be glued via the filtration
(37) g!0Cϕ1 ⊂ g
!
0D
b(Z0) ⊂ D
b(X)
from the standard t-structures on Cϕ1 and D
b(Z1) ≃ D
b(Z0)/Cϕ1 and the Sg0-projective
t-structure on Cg0 ≃ D
b(X)/Db(Z0). Note that the t-structure on D
b(Z0) is by definition
the 0-perverse t-structure.
Example 5.18. For a single blow-up f : X → Y , the poset Dec(f) has two elements
(IdX , f) and (f, IdY ). In view of Remark 5.1 and Example 5.16, the corresponding t-struc-
tures on Db(X) are the standard one and the 1-perverse t-structure for the map f . The
t-structure assigned to ϕ : (IdX , f)→ (f, IdY ) is the 0-perverse t-structure for f .
We denote by (C≤0f , C
≥1
f ) the standard t-structure on Cf .
Proposition 5.19. We have inclusions C≤0f ⊂ C
≤0
f pro Sf
⊂ C≤1f .
Proof. We proceed by induction on the length of decomposition of f into a sequence of
blow-ups. If f is the blow-up of Y along a smoothW , then, in view of Proposition 5.3 and
the fact that Sf = Tf [−1] ⊗ f
∗(ωY )
−1, the Sf -projective t-structure is just the standard
t-structure on Cf shifted by -1, i.e. we have C
≤0
f pro Sf
= C≤1f .
Now let f be a morphism which can be decomposed into n consecutive blow-ups and
let (g, h) ∈ Dec(f) with g : X → Z the blow-up of Z along a smooth W . Take E ∈ C≤0f .
In view of Proposition 5.17 and formula (7) for the negative aisle of the glued t-structure,
E lies in C≤0f pro Sf if and only if Rg∗E ∈ C
≤0
h pro Sh
and ι!gE ∈ C
≤0
g pro Sg . By Proposition 3.3,
Rg∗E ∈ C
≤0
h . The inductive hypothesis for h implies that Rg∗E ∈ C
≤0
h pro Sh
. Moreover,
since Lg∗ is right t-exact so is g!(−) ≃ Lg∗(−)⊗ωg. Hence, we have g
!Rg∗E ∈ D
b(X)≤0. It
follows, by considering the long exact sequence of the cohomology sheaves for the triangle
ιg∗ι
!
gE → E → g
!Rg∗E → ιg∗ι
!
gE[1],(38)
that ι!gE ∈ C
≤1
g = C
≤0
g pro Sg .
Now let E be an object in C≤0f pro Sf . Then Rg∗E ∈ C
≤0
h pro Sh
⊂ C≤1h , by the inductive
hypothesis applied to h. Right t-exactness of g! implies that g!Rg∗E ∈ C
≤1
f . The gluing
property for the Sf -projective t-structure on Cf , Proposition 5.17, implies that ι
!
gE ∈
C≤0g pro Sg . The first paragraph of the proof assures that C
≤0
g pro Sg = C
≤1
g . Since ιg∗ is t-
exact for the standard t-structure, we have ιg∗ι
!
gE ∈ C
≤1
f . The long exact sequence of the
cohomology sheaves for (38), implies that E ∈ C≤1f , i.e. C
≤0
f pro Sf
⊂ C≤1f . 
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In order to show that (36) is verified, we prove
Lemma 5.20. Let D be a triangulated category with a recollement (1) and (D
≤10
0 ,D
≥11
0 ),
(D
≤20
0 ,D
≥21
0 ) t-structures on D0 with D
≤10
0 ⊂ D
≤20
0 ⊂ D
≤11
0 , (D
≤10
1 ,D
≥11
1 ), (D
≤20
1 ,D
≥21
1 )
t-structures on D1 with D
≤10
1 ⊂ D
≤20
1 ⊂ D
≤11
1 . Let (D
≤i0,D≥i1) be the t-structure on D
glued from (D
≤i0
0 ,D
≥i1
1 ) and (D
≤i0
1 ,D
≥i1
1 ), for i = 1, 2. Then D
≤10 ⊂ D≤20 ⊂ D≤11.
Proof. The inclusions immediately follow from the definition of the negative aisle of the
glued t-structure. 
Proposition 5.21. Let L be a finite distributive lattice and D a triangulated category with
a strict admissible L-filtration. For every join-prime s ∈ L, assume the category Dos has
t-structures (Dos
≤10,Dos
≥11) (Dos
≤20,Dos
≥21) with Dos
≤10 ⊂ Dos
≤20 ⊂ Dos
≤11. Let (D≤10,D≥11),
respectively (D≤20,D≥21), be the t-structure on D glued via the L-filtration from the t-struc-
tures (Dos
≤10,Dos
≥11), respectively (Dos
≤20,Dos
≥21). Then D≤10 ⊂ D≤20 ⊂ D≤11.
Proof. Since the t-structure on D is glued via any admissible filtration on D compatible
with the order on L (Remark 1.8) the statement follows by induction from Lemma 5.20.

Proposition 5.22. For ϕ : g0 → g1 in Dec(f), we have embeddings (36).
Proof. The t-structure corresponding to g0 is glued via the filtration g
!
0D
b(Z0) ⊂ D
b(X)
from the standard t-structure on Db(Z0) and the Sg0-projective t-structure on Cg0 by
Proposition 5.15(i). It is proved in [VdB04] that Db(Z0)
≤0
0Per(Z0/Z1)
⊂ Db(Z0)
≤0 ⊂
Db(Z0)
≤1
0Per(Z0/Z1)
, hence, by Lemma 5.20, Db(X)≤0ϕ ⊂ D
b(X)≤0g0 ⊂ D
b(X)≤1ϕ .
The t-structure corresponding to g1 is glued via the filtration (37) from the Sϕ1-
projective t-structure on Cϕ1 , the standard t-structure on D
b(Z1) and the Sg0-projective
t-structure on Cg0 , see Proposition 5.15. By Proposition 5.19, C
≤0
ϕ1
⊂ C≤0ϕ1 pro Sϕ1 ⊂ C
≤1
ϕ1
.
Then, Proposition 5.21 implies that Db(X)≤0ϕ ⊂ D
b(X)≤0g1 ⊂ D
b(X)≤1ϕ . 
Proposition 5.23. For a morphism ϕ : g0 → g1 in Dec(f), the t-structure
(Db(X)≤0ϕ ,D
b(X)≥1ϕ ) is the naive intersection of t-structures (D
b(X)≤0g0 ,D
b(X)≥1g0 ) and
(Db(X)≤0g1 ,D
b(X)≥1g1 ) (see [Bon13]), i.e. we have D
b(X)≤0ϕ = D
b(X)≤0g0 ∩ D
b(X)≤0g1 .
Proof. The inclusion of Db(X)≤0ϕ into D
b(X)≤0g0 ∩ D
b(X)≤0g1 follows from Proposition 5.22.
For F ∈ Db(X)≤0g0 ∩ D
b(X)≤0g1 , Proposition 5.15(i) implies that ι
!
g0
F ∈ C≤0g0 pro Sg0 . Hence
F ∈ Db(X)≤0ϕ if Rg0∗F ∈ D
b(Z0)
≤0
0Per(Z0/Z1)
.
Proposition 5.15(i) implies Rg0∗F ∈ D
b(Z0)
≤0. Since g1 = ϕ1 ◦ g0, Rg1∗F =
Rϕ1∗Rg0∗F ∈ D
b(Z1)
≤0 and Lϕ∗1Rϕ1∗Rg0∗F = Lϕ
∗
1Rg1∗F ∈ D
b(Z0)
≤0. Then triangle
of functors (16) for f = ϕ1 applied to object Rg0∗F implies that ιϕ1∗ι
∗
ϕ1Rg0∗F ∈
Db(Z0)
≤0. Since ιϕ1∗ is t-exact and has no kernel, ι
∗
ϕ1Rg0∗F ∈ C
≤0
ϕ1 . Together with
Rϕ1∗Rg0∗F ∈ D
b(Z1)
≤0 and the fact that the 0-perverse t-structure is glued from
the standard t-structures via recollement w.r.t. subcategory Cϕ1 , this implies that
Rg0∗F ∈ D
b(Z0)
≤0
0Per(Z0/Z1)
. 
6. Contractions as relative moduli of simple quotients of OX
Let D be a triangulated category admitting a recollement (1) and let (D≤00 ,D
≥1
0 ),
(D≤01 ,D
≥1
1 ) be t-structures on D0, respectively D1, with hearts A0, respectively A1. Let
(D≤0,D≥1) be the t-structure on D glued from these t-structures via recollement (1). We
denote by A its heart. We recall after [BBD82] the description of simple objects in A.
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For an object A1 ∈ A1, there exists a canonical morphism j!A1 → j∗A1, which
corresponds by adjunction to the isomorphism j∗j!A ≃ A, see Appendix A. Since
j!A1 ∈ D
≤0 and j∗A1 ∈ D
≥0, we get a morphism αA1 : H
0(j!A1) → H
0(j∗A1). The
image of αA1 in H
0(j∗A1) defines the functor j!∗ : A1 → A.
An object of an abelian category is said to be simple if it has no proper subobjects.
Proposition 6.1. [BBD82, Proposition 1.4.26] A simple object in A is isomorphic either
to i∗s0 or to j!∗s1, for simple object s0 ∈ A0 and s1 ∈ A1.
Proposition 6.2. Assume that A is a heart of a t-structure on D glued from t-structures
on D0 and D1 via recollements with respect to subcategories i∗D0 and j∗D1. Then a simple
object in A is isomorphic either to i∗s0 or to j∗s1, for some s0 ∈ A0, s1 ∈ A1 simple.
Proof. Proposition 6.1 implies that i∗s0 and the image ofH
0(j!s1)→H
0(j∗s1) are the only
isomorphism classes of simple objects in A. Since the t-structure is glued with respect to
subcategory j∗D1, functor j∗ is t-exact and H
0(j∗s1) ≃ j∗s1. Moreover, Proposition 6.1
implies that j∗s1 is simple in A, hence j!∗s1 ≃ j∗s1. 
Consider a relatively projective birational morphism f : X → Y of smooth algebraic
spaces with dimension of fibers bounded by one. We denote by Bf the heart of the SX,f -
projective t-structure. Note that the structure sheaf of X is a direct summand of SX,f ,
hence OX ∈ Bf .
Corollary 6.3. A simple object in Bf is isomorphic either to f
!(Oy), for a closed point
y ∈ Y , or to ιf∗s, for a simple object s in the heart of the Sf -projective t-structure.
Objects f !Oy are the only simple quotients of OX in Bf .
Proof. The description of simple objects follows from Proposition 5.15 and Proposition
6.2.
The morphism OX → f
!Oy which corresponds by adjunction to OY → Oy is an
epimorphism, because it is non-zero and f !Oy is simple in Bf . The other simple objects are
not quotients of OX in Bf , because HomX(OX , ιf∗sf) ≃ HomY (OY , Rf∗ιf∗sf ) = 0. 
Let g : X → Z be an element of Dec(f). For a Y -scheme S → Y and s ∈ S a closed
point, we consider the following diagram with fiber squares:
(39) Xs
is //
gs

X × S
gS

pX // X
g

Zs
js //
q

Z × S
π

pZ // Z
s
ks // S
with Zs ≃ Z andXs ≃ X . For E ∈ D
b(X×S), we put Es := Li
∗
sE and, for F ∈ D
b(Z×S),
we put Fs := Lj
∗
sF .
We consider the following functor of points Y -Schop → Sets, which makes rigorous the
idea of families of simple objects in Bg that are quotients of OX (compare it with the
definition due to Bridgeland of point objects in his perverse t-structure for a flopping
contraction [Bri02]):
E(S → Y ) ={(E, ψ) |E ∈ Db(X × S), ψ : OX×S → E, Supp(E) ⊂ X ×Y S, ∀ s ∈ S,
Li∗sψ : OXs → Es is an epimorphism onto a simple object inBg}/ ∼,
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where (E, ψ) ∼ (E ′, ψ′) if there exists an isomorphism κ : E
≃
−→ E ′ such that κψ = ψ′.
For a morphism of Y -schemes σ : S1 → S2, map E(σ) : E(S2 → Y )→ E(S1 → Y ) is given
by E(σ)(E, ψ) = ((IdX ×σ)
∗E, (IdX ×σ)
∗ψ).
It will be accompanied with another functor Y -Schop → Sets:
F(S → Y ) ={(F, ξ) |F ∈ Db(Z × S), ξ : OZ×S → F, Supp(F ) ⊂ Z ×Y S, ∀ s ∈ S,
Lj∗s ξ : OZs → Fs is an epimorphism onto a simple object in Coh(Zs)}/ ∼,
with a similar equivalence relation (F, ξ) ∼ (F ′, ξ′).
We shall show that functors F and E are isomorphic and conclude that, for any Y -
scheme S, we have E(S → Y ) = HomY−Sch(S, Z).
For a Y -scheme S, define µS : F(S → Y )→ E(S → Y ) via
µS(F, ξ) = (g
!
S(F ), OX×S
δSOZ×S
−−−−→ g!S(OZ×S)
g!S(ξ)−−−→ g!S(F )),
where δS = ϕRgS∗ : Lg
∗
S → g
!
S is the functorial morphism in formula (42).
Lemma 6.4. System of maps µS defines a morphism of functors µ : F → E .
Proof. We need to check that µS(F, ξ) is indeed an element of E(S → Y ) and that µ is a
natural transformation, i.e. for any σ : S1 → S2, we have E(σ) ◦ µ = µ ◦ F(σ). The latter
follows from the fact that, for the commutative diagram defined by σ:
X × S1
IdX ×σ //
gS1

X × S2
gS2

Z × S1
IdZ ×σ // Z × S2,
we have
(40) (IdX ×σ)
∗ ◦ g!S2 ≃ g
!
S1 ◦ (IdZ ×σ)
∗.
Now let (F, ξ) ∈ F(S → Y ). Equality gS = g × IdS implies that g
!
S(OZ×S) ≃ Lp
∗
X(ωg)
and g!S(−) ≃ Lg
∗
S(−)⊗g
!
S(OZ×S), hence µS(F ) = g
!
S(F ) ≃ Lg
∗
S(F )⊗Lp
∗
X(ωg) is supported
on the preimage of Z ×Y S, i.e. on X ×Y S.
Let s ∈ S be a closed point. As is = IdX ×σs and js = IdZ ×σs, for the embedding
σs : s → S, formula (40) implies that Li
∗
sg
!
S(E) ≃ g
!
sLj
∗
s (E) ≃ g
!
s(Oz), for some z ∈ Zs,
i.e. it is a simple object in Bgs, see Corollary 6.3.
It remains to check that Li∗sµS(ξ) 6= 0. Since (F, ξ) ∈ F(S → Y ), Lj
∗
s (ξ) 6=
0. As Lg∗s is fully-faithful, morphism Lg
∗
sLj
∗
s (ξ) = Li
∗
sLg
∗
S(ξ) : OXs → Li
∗
sLg
∗
S(F )
is non-zero. It follows that Li∗sg
!
S(ξ) ≃ Li
∗
sg
∗
S(ξ) ⊗ ωgs : ωgs → Lj
∗
sg
!
S(F ) is non-
zero. By adjunction, HomXs(ωgs|Dgs , g
!
s(Oz)) ≃ HomZs(Rgs∗ωgs|Dgs ,Oz) = 0. Then
applying Hom(−, Lj∗sg
!
s(F )) to triangle (25) for g = gs implies the embedding
HomXs(ωgs, Lj
∗
sg
!
s(F ))
(−)◦δs
−−−−→ HomXs(OXs , Lj
∗
sg
!
s(F )), where δ
s : OXs → ωgs is the
canonical morphism. It follows that Li∗sµS(ξ) = Li
∗
sg
!
S(ξ) ◦ δ is non-zero. 
Proposition 6.5. Morphism µ : F → E is an isomorphism.
Proof. It suffices to check that µS : F(S → Y ) → E(S → Y ) is a bijection, for any
Y -scheme S.
Define νS : E(S → Y )→ F(S → Y ) via
νS(E, ψ) = (RgS∗(E), OZ×S
η
−→ RgS∗OX×S
RgS∗ψ−−−−→ RgS∗E),
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where η is the Lg∗S ⊣ RgS∗ adjunction unit. We check that νS is well-defined and inverse
to µS.
Let (E, ψ) be an element of E(S → Y ). Then RgS∗(E) is supported on the image of
X ×Y S, i.e. on Z ×Y S. To calculate Lj
∗
sRgS∗(E), we note that we have isomorphisms
of functors
(41)
Rjs∗Lj
∗
sRgS∗(−) ≃ RgS∗(−)⊗
L OZs ≃ RgS∗(−⊗
L OXs) ≃
RgS∗Ris∗Li
∗
s(−) ≃ Rjs∗Rgs∗Li
∗
s(−).
Since Corollary 6.3 implies that Li∗sE ≃ g
!
s(Oz), for some z ∈ Z, we have
Rjs∗Lj
∗
sRgS∗(E) ≃ Rjs∗Rgs∗Li
∗
s(E) ≃ Rjs∗Oz. Since Rjs∗ is t-exact and it is an
equivalence with the image when restricted to the heart of the standard t-structure, we
have Lj∗sRgS∗(E) ≃ Oz.
In order to check that Lj∗sRgS∗(ψ) 6= 0, it suffices to show that Rjs∗Lj
∗
sRgS∗(ψ) ≃
Rjs∗Rgs∗Li
∗
s(ψ) 6= 0. By definition of E , Li
∗
s(ψ) : OXs → g
!
s(Oz) is non-zero.
By adjunction, Li∗s(ψ) corresponds to a non-zero morphism Rgs∗OXs
Rgs∗Li∗s(ψ)−−−−−−→
Rgs∗g
!
s(Oz)
ε
−→ Oz, where ε is for the adjunction counit. It follows that Rgs∗Li
∗
s(ψ) 6= 0.
Since RpZ∗Rjs∗ is the identity, functor Rjs∗ is faithful. Therefore, Rjs∗Rgs∗Li
∗
s(ψ) 6= 0,
i.e. νS is well-defined.
The compositeOZ×S
η
−→ RgS∗Lg
∗
S(OZ×S)
RgS∗δ
S
−−−−→ RgS∗g
!
S(OZ×S)
ε
−→ OZ×S is the identity
morphism, see (43). Thus, for (F, ξ) ∈ F(S → Y ), the adjunction counit ε : RgS∗g
!
S →
Id provides an isomorphism νSµS(F, ξ)
≃
−→ (F, ξ) in view of the following commutative
diagram:
OZ×S
ξ
// F
OZ×S η //
Id
22❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢
RgS∗OX×S
RgS∗δ
S
// RgS∗g
!
S(OZ×S)
ε
OO
RgS∗g
!
S(ξ) // RgS∗g
!
S(F )
ε
OO
Lemma A.1 implies that, for any (E, ψ) ∈ E(S → Y ), the adjunction unit η′ : Id →
g!SRgS∗ provides a morphism (E, ψ)→ µSνS(E, ψ) in view of the diagram:
OX×S
δS // g!S(OZ×S)
g!S(η) // g!SRgS∗OX×S
g!SRgS∗ψ // g!SRgS∗E
OX×S
Id
kk❱❱❱❱❱❱❱❱❱❱❱❱❱❱❱❱❱❱❱❱❱❱❱❱❱❱ ψ
//
η′
OO
E
η′
OO
To prove that η′ : E → g!SRgS∗E is an isomorphism, we check that it is an isomorphism
when restricted to the fiber Xs of π ◦ gS over any closed point s ∈ S. It is enough because
of the support condition on E. Since both µS and νS are well-defined, µSνS(E, ψ) ∈
E(S → Y ). In particular, Li∗sg
!
SRgS∗E ≃ g
!
s(Oz′), hence Li
∗
sη
′ is a morphism g!s(Oz) →
g!s(Oz′) and it is an isomorphism if and only if its is non-zero (because g
!
s is fully faithful).
Morphism RgS∗η
′ is the identity, hence so is Lj∗sRgS∗η
′. As functor Rjs∗ is faithful,
Rjs∗Lj
∗
sRgS∗η
′ 6= 0. In view of isomorphism (41), it implies that Rjs∗Rgs∗Li
∗
sη
′ 6= 0, i.e.
Li∗sη
′ 6= 0 is an isomorphism. 
Theorem 6.6. For an element g : X → Z of Dec(f), Z is the fine moduli space of
simple quotients of OX in Bg, which have the form g
!(Oz), where z runs over the set
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of closed points in Z. More precisely, we have an isomorphism of functors E(−) ≃
Hom(−, Z) : Y -Schop → Sets.
Proof. In view of Proposition 6.5 it suffices to check that functors F(−) and Hom(−, Z)
are isomorphic. By assigning to γ ∈ HomY -Sch(S, Z) the structure sheaf of the graph of γ
we define a morphism HomY -Sch(−, Z)→ F(−) of functors Y -Sch
op → Sets. Let us check
that it is an isomorphism.
For an element (F, ξ) ∈ F(S → Y ), F is a sheaf on Z × S, flat over S, because the
restriction to every fiber is a pure sheaf, see [Bri99, Lemma 4.3]. As ξ is surjective on
every fiber of π, it is surjective. It follows that F ≃ OΓ, for some Γ ⊂ Z × S, flat over
S. Since the restrictions of OΓ to the fibers of π are simple objects, i.e. skyscrapers,
π|Γ : Γ→ S is an isomorphism. Hence, Γ is a graph of a morphism γ : S → Z.
The form g!(Oz) of the simple quotients follows from Corollary 6.3. 
Appendix A. Mutations over admissible subcategories revisited
The following is a write-up on the mutations over admissible subcategories [Bon89] and
iteration over them in the non-triangulated set-up. We use the description of a relevant
morphism between adjoint functors given below in Sections 4 and 6 of the main body of
the paper.
Let C0 C2 be categories and F : C0 → C2 a functor that admits left and right adjoints,
F ∗, F !. Let η : Id→ F F ∗ be the unit and ε : F F ! → Id the counit of the adjunctions.
If F ∗ and F ! are fully faithful, then both η and ε are isomorphisms. Let
(42) ϕF : F
∗ → F !
be the morphism of functors that corresponds by the adjunction isomorphism ε ◦
F (−) : Hom(F ∗, F !)
≃
−→ Hom(FF ∗, Id) to η−1 : FF ∗ → Id, i.e. ε ◦ (FϕF ) = η
−1. Hence
(43) ε ◦ (FϕF ) ◦ η = idId.
Since ε ◦ F (−) is an isomorphism, formula (43) is a defining property for ϕF .
Note that (FϕF ) ◦ η : Id → FF
! is the morphism that corresponds to ϕF by F
∗ ⊣ F
adjunction. Since (43) is a defining property for ϕF , by exchanging roles of η and ε, we
see that ϕF can equivalently be defined as the morphism F
∗ → F ! that corresponds to
ε−1 under the F ∗ ⊣ F adjunction.
Denote by η′ : Id→ F !F the F ! ⊣ F adjunction unit.
Lemma A.1. We have F !η ◦ ϕF = η
′F ∗ : F ∗ → F !FF ∗.
Proof. We need show that F !η◦ϕF corresponds under the isomorphism Hom(F
∗, F !FF ∗) ≃
Hom(FF ∗, FF ∗) to the identity, i.e. that εFF ∗ ◦ FF !η ◦ FϕF = idFF ∗.
Consider the diagram
FF !
FF !η
// FF !FF ∗
εFF ∗ // FF ∗
FF ∗
FF ∗η
//
FϕF
OO
FF ∗FF ∗
FϕFFF
∗
OO
FF ∗
Id
OO
ηFF ∗
oo
Since ϕF is a morphism of functors, the left square commutes. Formula (43) implies the
commutativity of the right square. Note that ηFF ∗ is an isomorphism, hence the diagram
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implies that to show εFF ∗ ◦ FF !η ◦ FϕF = idFF ∗ is equivalent to checking that FF
∗η is
inverse to ηFF ∗. This is implied by the standard commutative diagram:
FF ∗FF ∗
Fε′F ∗

FF ∗
ηFF ∗
99ssssssssss
id
// FF ∗ FF ∗,
FF ∗η
ee▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲
id
oo
where ε′ : FF ∗ → Id is the F ∗ ⊣ F adjunction counit, because ε′ is an isomorphism. 
Assume now that F = HG, for functors G : C0 → C1, H : C1 → C2, which admit
fully faithful left and right adjoint functors. Then functors F ∗, F !, left and right adjoin
to F are also fully faithful. Denoting by ηF : Id → FF
∗, εF : FF
! → Id, ηG : Id →
GG∗, εG : GG
! → Id, ηH : Id → HH
∗, εH : HH
! → Id the units and counits, we have
presentations for ηF and εF as the composites:
(44) ηF : Id
ηH−→ HH∗
HηGH
∗
−−−−→ H GG∗H∗, εF : H GG
!H !
HεGH
!
−−−−→ HH !
εH−→ Id.
Proposition A.2. Let F = HG, where G and H admit fully faithful left and right
adjoints. Then
(i) ϕH is decomposed as ϕH : H
∗ ηGH
∗
−−−→ GG∗H∗
GϕF−−→ GG!H !
εGH
!
−−−→ H !,
(ii) we have decomposition ϕF : F
∗ ≃ G∗H∗
ϕGH
∗
−−−→ G!H∗
G!ϕH−−−→ G!H ! ≃ F !,
(iii) we have decomposition ϕF : F
∗ ≃ G∗H∗
G∗ϕH−−−→ G∗H !
ϕGH
!
−−−→ G!H ! ≃ F !.
Proof. We have, by formulas (43) and (44):
(45)
εH ◦H((εGH
!) ◦ (GϕF ) ◦ (ηGH
∗)) ◦ ηH =εH ◦ (HεGH
!) ◦ (H GϕF ) ◦ (HηGH
∗) ◦ ηH
=εF ◦ (FϕF ) ◦ ηF = Id,
Since the composite Hom(H∗, H !)
H
−→ Hom(HH∗, H H !)
(−)◦ηH
−−−−→ Hom(Id, H H !) is the
adjunction isomorphism, we have an injection
(46) Hom(H∗, H !) →֒ Hom(HH∗, H H !),
hence ϕH is uniquely determined by HϕH. Since ηH and εH are isomorphisms, equalities
(43) and (45) imply (i).
Now consider a diagram:
H GG∗H∗
HGϕGH
∗
// H GG!H∗
H GG! ϕH //
HεGH
∗

H GG!H !
HεGH
!

HH∗
Id //
HηGH
∗
OO
HH∗
HϕH // HH !
Its left square commutes by formula (43) for ϕG. Commutativity of the right square
follows from the functoriality of εG. Together with (44) this implies
εF ◦ F (G
!ϕH ◦ ϕGH
∗) ◦ ηF = εH ◦HεGH
! ◦HGG!ϕH ◦HGϕGH
∗ ◦HηGH
∗ ◦ ηH
= εH ◦HϕH ◦ ηH = Id.
The statement (ii) follows again from (43) and (46) for F . Similarly for (iii). 
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